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1.
1.1

Summary and Principal Recommendations
Summary

The heat transport within the oceans and the heat exchanges between the atmosphere
and the oceans are fundamental aspects of the atmosphere-ocean climate system.
It is the
objective of the Heat _Flux Programme of the WCRP to increase the confidence in the ability
to determine these fluxes with appropriate accuracy.
The North Atlantic Cage Experiment,
as presented in the Report of the JSC/CCCO Cage Feasibility Study Group (the North
Atlantic Cage Group),
is proposed primarily as an intercomparison of three methods of
determining the oceanic meridional heat transport.
The Pacific Cage Study Group was
established to consider the possibility of conducting a Cag e-type experiment in the North
Pacific Ocean.
One main justification was to be able to establish the total oceanic
meridional heat transport through a latitude circle. This repor t is the result of the
Pacific Cage Study Group's considerations and embodies the Group's recommendations for
ocean~climate research activities in the North Pacific Ocean.
The Pacific Cage Study Group was given quite specific terms of reference and the
Group's response to them follows.
In view of the evolution of the Group's discussions and
other related developments,
the Group has gone beyond those terms of reference and made
some recommendations of a more general nature.
It should be noted that what appears to be
needed for the North Pacific is coordination and focussing of existing and planned
programs and very selective augmentation. The program proposed below is a cost-effective
activity not requiring large new resources (other than those already proposed to national
governments, e.g., OHTEX, TRANSPAC). The competition for resources (which would likely
be more with the proposed Pacific tropical activities) does not appear to be a major
obstacle.
It is first recognized that there are some important differences between the North
Atlantic and the North Pacific Oceans. The Pacific Ocean is much less saline and its deep
waters are very old.
The former stresses the role of the fresh water budget and the
latter may lead to an important simplification in that many deep measurements may not be
needed. Primarily due to the historic and continuing interests of Pacific oceanographers,
there now exists a large climatological data base on the upper ocean, a dearth of deep
data, and extensive experience with ships of opportunity, drifting buoys and other
cost-effective ocean monitoring techniques. Physically the Pacific Ocean is large, with
an almost closed northern boundary but a wide-open southern one.
Each of these
characteristics must be considered in developing a North Pacific Ocean climate study.
Another important consideration for the North Pacific climate study is the
existance of continuing programs and plans for others.
The TRANSPAC program to study the
dynamics of large-scale thermal variability in the mid-latitude North Pacific is
continuing to deploy XBT's from ships of opportunity and produces regular maps of upper
ocean thermal structure.
The IOC-sponsored . WESTPAC program is coordinating similar
activities
amongst
countries
with
programs in the Western Pacific.
Japanese
oceanographers are proceeding with the Ocean Heat Transport Experiment (OHTEX) which plans
to deploy current meter sections and do hydrographic sections to measure the mass and heat
transport in the Kuroshio at about 30-32°N. The intensive current meter deployment will
be in 1987.
A second Japanese program, OMLET (Ocean Mixed Layer Experiment) will study
the processes of the mixed layer in a sea area where redistribution of heat by horizontal
processes from the Kuroshio is large. A study of the heat budget of the Japan Sea has
also recently been proposed.
There are also on-going ocean modelling programs (e.g.,
Fleet Numerical Ocean Central and the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey).
Together,
these programs constitute a very substantial body of scientific activity.
A third important consideration is the uncertainty of our knowledge of the net
North Pacific Ocean heat transport.
Whereas the oceanic transport is relatively well
known (to about 50%) in the North Atlantic, not even the direction of the heat transpofs
at, e.g., 30° N, is agreed upon for the North Pacific. Estimates range between± 1 x 10
W ( ± 1 PW).
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CAGE
Cage is intended to be an intercomparison of three methods of determining the
meridional oceanic heat transport, namely: 1) as a residual of the net radiation at the
top of the atmosphere, the atmospheric heat flux divergence and the change in oceanic heat
storage (which can be called the atmospheric energy budget technique); 2) as a residual of
the area integration of the ocean-atmosphere heat exchanges and the change in oceanic heat
storage (the surface heat budget method); and 3) direct oceanic measurments.
The Pacific
Cage Study Group has examined each of these methods from the perspective of the Pacific
Ocean.
It was first decided that 0.2 PW would be an appropriate, in a global context,
accuracy objective, although it is not known what percentage this is of the, as yet,
unknown transport. Because the Pacific Ocean is la2ger in surface area than the Atlantic
Ocean, the 0.2 PW at 25° N corresponds to about 5 W/ m in area integrated surface fluxes.
Method 1) requires the net radiation at the top of the atmosphere and the
atmospheric heat flux divergence. The work of Campbell (1981~ has demo~strated that the
net radiation component can be determined to within 10 W/m . A 5 W/m accuracy may be
attainable with the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE, Barkstrom and Hall, 1981)
satellites.
If orbiting wide-band radiation sensors are available for the Cage period
then this component can be measured.
It should be noted that the same satellites would
sample both the Atlantic and Pacific and the only extra effort for the Pacific is the
additional data processing.
The accuracy of the atmospheric heat flux divergence calculation over the North
Pacific Ocean is not clear.
Although the calculations of Oort (1981) and Burridge (this
report and the Atlantic Cage Report) agree well over the North Atlantic and over North
America,
they disagree markedly over the Pacific Ocean. Further, although they agree, to
some extent, over the Eurasian continent, the results are strongly contrary to our
physical intuition. The discrepancy over Eurasian is felt to be due to data assimilation
problems over the Tibetan region, which unfortunately is just upwind of the North Pacific.
First approximations of the errors due to biases in radiosonde measurements of each term
in the computed flux divergences put them near their accuracy limits. There is then the
additional problem of a large southern boundary with few, if any, radiosonde stations.
Finally, for the Pacific, the net water vapour budget and associated latent heat is of
particular interest and this is the term with the largest potential uncertainty.
Therefore, it is not evident that the atmospheric heat and moisture flux divergence
calculations can be done to the required accuracy over the North Pacific. Some
recommendations to help clarify this situation are listed in the report . . Again, it should
be noted that atmospheric modelling groups, such as the ECMWF, routinely assimilate data
on a global basis and this data can be used to compute the atmospheric flux divergences,
provided that the necessary computational time is made available.
Method 2) requires the estimation of the net atmosphere-ocean heat ~ransfer due to
radiative, sensible and latent heat fluxes to an accuracy of about 5 W/m . For climate
studies it is necessary that these fluxes be estimated over large geographical areas and
continuously in time which in this case means through some combination of data from ships
of opportunity and satellites.
At present, nor for the next decade, it does not seem
2
feasible to make these estimates with an accuracy of better than 20-30 W/m . Therefore,
it has been concluded by the Group, as the Atlantic Cage Group concluded for the North
Atlantic, that method 2) is not a viable approach for estimating the North Pacific
meridional heat transport.
Method 3), the direct oceanic measurements approach, has been analysed in some
detail.
It should be noted that the Bryan (1962) and Bryden and Hall (1980) techniques
are very similar.
Bryan used a Sverdrup calculation to obtain the barotropic transport
while Bryden and Hall used measurements of currents in the Florida Straits. Where data
are available, both techniques give similar transports. Both methods rely on a uniform
cross-basin value of the depth-averaged potential temperature and single sections were
used in the analysis.
Inspection of climatological hydrographic data shows that this
requirement can be met for many sections across the basins.
The baroclinic transports were calculated from station pairs sequentially across
the basin.
However, it can be shown that the baroclinic transport can be computed using
only the end stations of the sections.
Further, it is evident from the analysis of
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Bennett (in this report) that climatological data can be used to obtain the depth-averaged
potential temperature.
In addition, it may be possible to use measurements of only the
upper ocean and assumptions on the deep waters to obtain a very good estimate of the
dynamic anomaly needed for the baroclinic transport calculation.
Thus, it can be concluded that the Bryan/Bryden technique can be applied if:
a) an estimate of the barotropic (depth-averaged) transport is available either
from Sverdrup transport calculations or direct current measurements;
b) climatological hydrographic (T, S,
z) data are available that confirm the
depth-averaged
potential
temperature to be constant across the basin ( special
considerations must be made where it is not, e.g., shallow areas);
c) hydrographic data are available to specify the depth-averaged temperature of the
western boundary current;
Note: a), b) and c) specify the barotropic transport.
d) approximately simultaneous hydrographic data are available from each end of the
section ( thus specifying the baroclinic transport);
e) the Ekman (wind-driven) transport can be computed from the wind stress field and
information on the temperature of the mixed layer; and
f) an estimate of the eddy transport can be obtained.
Note that no cross-basin synoptic hydrographic sections are specifically needed.
For the North Pacific, Bryan found that the baroclinic term dominated with the
Ekman and barotropic terms being negligible. This latter transport is small because the
Kuroshio, at 32° N, is flowing in deep water and its depth-averaged potential temperature
is only slightly warmer than the return flow across the basin. There is also transport
into the Japan Sea to be considered. The major uncertainty is the eddy heat transport,
which would have to be very large and northward if the total transport is to be about +l
PW as some studies suggest ( Hastenrath, 1980).
For the Pacific, 30-32° N is the optimum latitude for computing the transport. The
advantages of 30° N, rather than 25° N as selected by the Atlantic Cage Group, are
significant. The OHTEX/OMLET measurement programs will produce direct transport estimates
of the Kuroshio at 30-32°N. The Kuroshio flows in deep water so the net barotropic heat
transport is small. Also, 30° N would be more convenient for US research ships to make the
required careful end-of-section hydrographic measurements on a low-cost, routine basis
(Scripps Institution of Oceanography is at 32°N). The proposed Heat Advection in the
Kuroshio study (HAIKU, J. Toole) would provide estimates of the Kuroshio transport
slightly further south in the Straits of Tokara.
These proposed direct oceanic
measurements would, with the Atlantic Cage,
provide a global oceanic meridional heat
transport at 25-30°N.
JAPAN SEA EXPERIMENT
A central problem for the Heat Flux Programme and the WCRP is the estimation of the
atmosphere-ocean heat exchanges.
As indicated above, it is not foreseen to be possible
for the next decade to estimate these heat transfers accurately enough on a climatological
basis.
It is essential that some specific activities be undertaken to reduce the
uncertainties in these techniques. By conducting a total heat budget study of an enclosed
water body of limited size, it may be possible to identify the main sources of error and
to calibrate the equations.
The water body selected should have small and easily
monitored
inflows and outflows, be ringed with land-based upper-air and surface
meteorological
stations
and
have
the potential for enhanced oceanographic and
meteorological observations. Further, it should be in a region of large net exchanges and
with mid-latitude type storminess. Such a water body is the Japan Sea and a heat budget
study of it has recently been proposed. The Japan Sea Experiment would form an integral
part of the Heat Flux Programme.
PATHS Programme
As
outlined
earlier,
the
North
Pacific Ocean has its own interesting
characteristics and substantial set of ongoing and projected scientific activities.
The
Pacific Cage Study Group recommends that these assets be developed into a coordinated
investigation of the Pacific Transport of Heat and Salt (PATHS). The principal objective
of the PATHS Programme would be to understand the horizontal processes of large-scale
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transport of heat and salt in the mid-latitude North Pacific Ocean. It is proposed that
the study investigate the short-term climatic variability in the distributions of heat and
salt in both the subarctic and subtropical gyres of the North Pacific, on time scales of
months to years, for a period of approximately ten years.
It should again be stressed that many of the activities of the proposed PATHS
Programme are already supported. What is mainly needed from the CCCO is cooordination of
these, as yet, individual efforts.
The research strategy for the PATHS Programme requires a strong interaction between
data and models (and between data collectors and modellers). Realistic, eventually
prognostic, numerical models of the ocean would be constructed and tested against data
collected in support of these efforts. However, the complexity of these tasks should not
be underestimated.
There is a pressing need for the development of a formalism in
model-data assimilation for ocean models. Exclusive use of parametric interpolation
techniques, as
at present, is a matter for concern, given the lack of data to estimate
the parameters. It is recommended that this problem be addressed by the proposed CCCO/JSC
Conference on Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Modelling, planned for 1984.
Short-term climatic variations in the distribution of heat and salt in the ocean
depend on the variability of the air-sea fluxes of heat and water but it is the processes
of internal redistribution, by horizontal processes, that are the principal focus of the
PATHS Programme. These include:
a) transport of heat and salt by the Kuroshio Current system;
b) horizontal transport of heat and salt by meso-scale eddy processes and rings
c) horizontal transport of heat and salt by mean geostrophic and Ekman motions in
the ocean's interior; and
d) vertical displacement of the thermocline and halocline by Ekman pumping and
baroclinic long waves.
These processes of heat and salt transport contribute both to the mean three
dimensional distribution of heat and salt and to their short-term climatic variability.
The relative importance of these processes must be quantified and be made predictable.
The data sets for such a study need to be carefully considered. The OHTEX/OMLET
combination would provide a basis for the first requirement. Grids of ship-of-opportunity
XBT and XCTD measurements would contribute to other requirements. Wind stress, air-sea
heat and moisture fluxes and precipitation information would also be needed. The data
would be needed on approximately a bimonthly basis for a period of about ten years This
would
allow for resolution of the seasonal variablity and specification of the
approximately five to ten climatic events that would be expected to occur over this time
period.
To interact with this data collection activity would require a hierarchy of model
development.
These would range from high-resolution models of the Kuroshio and its
extension to larger-scale basin wide models of several levels.
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1.2

Principal Recommendations

The principal recommendations of the Pacific Cage Study Group are presented here ,
in summary form, for the consideration and action of the CCCO. These recomr.iendations are
further substantiated in the main body of the report that follows.
In response to the CCCO directive to consider the feasibility of a North Pacific
Cage, the Group recommends that:
--the Cage Experiment, as the originally conceived
intercomparison of three measurement techniques for
the oceanic meridional heat transport, be conducted
in the North Atlantic Ocean where the probability of
success is larger.
Recognizing
the
interesting characteristics of the North
substantial ongoing scientific activity, it is recommended that:

Pacific

and

the

--the CCCO endorse the proposed PATHS Programme as
conceptually outlined in this report and establish
PATHS Programme Task Teams to prepare a specific
scientific program plan. Such Task Teams should be
coordinated
by the Overall Heat Flux Programme
Steering Group.
As parts of the PATHS Programme and to comglete the estimation of oceanic
meridional heat transport across one latitude circle ( 30 N ), it is recommended that:
--the CCCO support the continuation of the TRANSPAC
Programme
of obtaining upper-ocean thermal (and
salinity) information;
--the CCCO recommend that the OHTEX, OMLET and the
HAIKU activities be undertaken as integral parts of
the PATHS and Heat Flux Programmes;
--the CCCO encourage a range
activities appropriate to the
programmes; and that

of ocean modelling
PATHS and related

--a program to directly measure the oceanic heat
transport at about 30°N in the North Pacific be
implemented and consist of the following components:
--- a) careful hydrographic measurements at each side
of the basin at 30°N, with special attention being
paid to the Kuroshio region, in order to reduce the
influences of internal waves, eddies, etc.;
---b) continuing hydrographic measurements across the
Pacific
to
improve
the
data
base
on
the
depth-averaged
potential
temperature
and
its
variability (TRANSPAC). These measurements should be
conducted
on
the
s·hip of opportunity basis.
Trans-Pacific sections solely for the purpose of
monitoring the large-scale baroclinic heat transport
are NOT recommended.
---c) deep XBT's or acoustic profilers on ships of
opportunity to obtain eddy-resolving sections and to
be
used
with
other
available information to
investigate carefully the eddy heat flux; and
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---d) measurements of the transport of heat in the
Kuroshio ( OHTEX, mILET and HAIKU).
The Pacific Cage
Study Group has identified the question of the net water and
associated latent heat exchange between the atmosphere and the oceans as a problem of
concern to both the resolution of the Cage and PATHS questions. In this regard, it is
recommended that:
--errors in existing techniques for estimating the
evaporation/precipitation balance and the atmospheric
moisture flux divergence over the oceans be fully
investigated, with a view to finding ways of reducing
the errors.
A central problem for the Heat Flux Programme and the WCRP is the estimation of the
atmosphere-ocean
heat exchanges.
The present estimates of these exchanges from
ship-of-opportunity data have large, unacceptable probable biases.
In an effort to
improve on this situation, it is recommended that:
--the Japan Sea be investigated from the point of
view of performing a complete heat flux budget over
several years.
All terms in the budget should be
measured.
A
careful design study should be
undertaken using historic data. Because of the high
flux-to-surface
area ratio it is expected that
closing of the heat balance is feasible.
For PATHS, Cage and the WCRP in general, it is important to improve the quantity of
quality atmospheric measurements over the world's oceans. Present difficulties arise
because of many uncertainties in the quality of the measurements, inconsistencies in how
the observations are made and many different types of equipment in use. Further, the
availability of data is biased away from storm and nighttime conditions due to ships'
schedules and procedures.
These difficulties have made it very difficult to determine
biases in data sets, which makes it very difficult to have much confidence in
climatological statistics. Upper-air observations, which are usually of higher standards,
are becoming a rarity over the oceans due to the high costs of maintaining special weather
ships.
However, with recent advances in automatic sensor technology and satellite
communications facilities this need not be the case. It has recently been demonstrated
that radiosondes, using a NAVAID wind tracking system, can be launched from a connnercial
ship of opportunity by a single ship's officer and the information relayed through
satellite to the GTS (a joint Canada-U.S. program). It is reconnnended that:
--the CCCO urge the appropriate international and
national agencies to further the utilization of
automatic observing and reporting systems on selected
ships of opportunity to improve the quality of the
meteorological observations over the global ocean.
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2.
2.1

Background
The Role of the Oceans in Climate

The oceans play a major role in determining the climate on time scales of several
weeks to several decades. The importance of their role arises from their great thermal
and mechanical inertia and from the role they play in the global cycles of heat, water and
carbon.
The Joint Scientific Committee (JSC) for the World Climate Research Programme
(WCRP) has identified ocean processes in climate as one of the two most important
scientific problems that must be addressed.
One important way in which the oceans affect climate is through the redistribution
of heat.
Because of the excess solar radiation input to the tropical regions and the
deficit at the poles, there is a net heat transport poleward by the oceans and the
atmosphere.
Without these transports the temperature difference between the equator and
the poles would be much greater.
The oceans, through their great heat storage and
transport, also significantly modify temporal and spatial variations.
It is important for
our understanding of the climate system to know the magnitude and variability of these
transports and the processes by which they occur.
Vonder Haar and Ellis (1{~4) and others have calculated that the atmospheric-ocean
system must transport about 5xl0 W (=5 peta Watts=5 PW) of heat northward at 30° N. At 60
N the required heat transport has been reduced to about 3 PW. These estimates are based
on direct satellite measurements of net radiation at the top of the atmosphere and the
observations that the atmosphere/ocean system is in thermal equilibrium when averaged over
one or more years. Oort and Vonder Haar (1976) used radiosonde observations to compute
the atmospheric meridional heat transport, which varied from 0.2 PW at the equator
(averaged zonally around the globe), to near 3 PW between 30 and 60° N and then decreased
to 0.5 PW at 80°N. By coupling the radiation and radiosonde data, the oceanic meridional
.heat transport could be computed, as the residual,
to be -0.7 PW at the equator,
increasing to 2.9 PW at 30°N and then decreasing to -0.2 PW at 60° N.
Thus, when averaged
zonally and over the year, the oceans transport most of the heat out of the tropics which
is released to the atmosphere at higher latitudes. Unfortunately, these zonal-type
calculations do not distingish between transports in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans nor
provide any information on the transport mechanisms.
Knowledge of the heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean has been reviewed by the Cage
Feasibility Study Group (the Atlantic Cage Group) and it is estimated to be about 1.1 PW
at 24°N. Unfortunately, for the Pacific Ocean, the uncertainty at 25 -30°N is not only of
magnitude but direction (see Appendix III). Estimates of the transport range from +1.1 PW
(northward)(Hastenrath, 1980,1982) to -1.2 PW (southward)(Bryan,1962) . In order that the
total meridional transport of heat by the ocean be known it will be necessary to reduce
substantially this uncertainty for the Pacific.
And, unless the accuracy of budget
techniques is significantly improved, it seems unlikely that a satisfactory answer can be
given as a residual of Atlantic Ocean and total atmospheric transport considerations.
Although knowing the meridional heat transport in the Pacific Ocean will provide an
important constraint on ocean climate models, it will be necessary to go beyond this.
In
order to develop these ocean models further, it is necessary to understand the processes
by which this transport takes place so that each component of the transport (by the gyre,
by meridional overturning, by eddies, etc.) is adequately represented.
The ocean and the atmosphere are coupled systems, interacting on many time and
space scales .
Atmospheric climate is significantly determined by the strength and
position of major weather patterns such as the sub-tropical high pressure areas and the
higher latitude long-wave pressure troughs and ridges. These features have a certain
amount of stability to them and their characteristics are determined by large-scale
influences such as area averaged air-sea heat exchanges and the major topographical
features.
Namias (1976), for example, has examined the feedback relationships and shown
that the strength of the Aleutian low pressure centre in the fall depends on the
sea-surface temperatures in that area in the preceding summer. This result at least
partially accounts for the observed correlation (Namias, 1976) between North Pacific
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sea-surface temperature fields and air temperature and precipitation patterns in the
United States.
It is also to be expected that the position and strength of the
sub-tropical high pressure area will depend on air-sea exchanges. These air-sea heat
exchanges depend, of course, strongly on the sea-surface temperature and its variations.
These, in turn, result from changes in heat storage and heat transport. The principal
objective of the PATHS Programme, to be discussed later in this document, is to understand
the horizontal processes of the large-scale transports which cause thes~ variations in
upper-ocean characteristics.
2.2

Characteristics of the North Pacific Ocean

The most obvious important chf3a2teristic of the North Paciff! 2cean is its size.
The area from 25° - 60°N is 3.3xl0 m and from 30°- 60°N, 2.6xl0 m (Baumgartner and
Reichel, 1975).
The North Pacific Ocean has a very wide, open southern boundary but is
almost closed at the northern boundary. The transport through the Bering Sea is estimated
by Aagard and Greisman (1975) to be 1.5 Sv, carrying 0.002 PW (into the Arctic), which is
negligible compared to transports within the North Pacific.
In
his
presentation to the Study Conference
Experiments in the WCRP, Gordon (1982) commented:

on

Large-Scale

Oceanographic

"The entire water column of the immense Pacific ocean is most unique by its
freshness.
The lowest salinity occurs at 5° - 6°C and is identified as the North
Pacific Intermediate Water (NPIW), believed to form off the coast of Kamchatka by a
process more akin to vertical turbulent diffusion than convection (Reid, 1973).
The origin of Pacific deep water below NPIW (deeper than 600 meters for the most
part) is not clear, since no North Pacific surface water attains densities
sufficient to replace the deep water, yet a low salinity input is required to alter
the more saline cold end-member input as well as any isopycnal lateral input for
the south, which would also represent a more saline input. Assuming a steady state
condition applies, we must resort to downward mixing of the low salinity NPIW
(Worthington, 1981).
If this is true, oceanographers must recognize legitimate
watermass formation by cross-isopycnal mixing processes, in addition to the more
widely recognized formation by deeper winter mixed layers, continental margin and
open ocean convection and overflow from semi-isolated seas. As Worthington (1981)
points out:
'We have no conception of the time scale of such a mixing process, but
I would hazard a guess that it is of the order of centuries or, conceivably,
millennia.'"
Because of the immense volume of the North Pacific deep water, it has a great heat
storage capability as well as the potential for absorbing a large amount of carbon
dioxide .
It is important to know on what time scale those capabilities are available if
one is to predict long term ocean-atmosphere response to increasing co production or
2
variation in solar heating, for example.
Tsunogai (1981) has used radiocarbon techniques to determine the age of the waters
of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. The oldest Pacific water is in excess of 2100 years
old and throughout the North Pacific there is a layer of water of at least 2000 years of
age between 2 and 3 km deep. The extreme age of this water implies very slow interaction
with the waters above. To a first approximation, an upwelling rate can be determined as 2
km/2000 years = 1 m/year; for a temperature change of 19° C (between the surface and 2 km)
this correpsonds to a vertical heat flux of about 1 W/m . Estimates of vertical heat flux
based on estimated thermal diffusivities and observed gradients lead to similar values
(White and Bernstein, 1981; Gregg et al., 1973). Hence, it appears that the heat exchange
with the deep waters can be neglected when considering the heat budget of the upper ocean.
The role of the deep ocean in horizontal heat transports will be discussed in Section 5.
An important aspect in determining the average salinity of an ocean basin is the
net of precipitation, evaporation and river runoff. Although information on river runoff
is available,
the measurements of precipitation over the oceans are particularly poor.
Island stations and ship measurements are generally felt to be unrepresentive of large
areas.
There is some long-term expectation that passive microwave radiometers or radars
on satellites may be able to discrimminate between two to four levels of precipitation
rates (COSPAR, 1980 ) .
However, these technologies are far from the proven stage. As
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discussed in the Cage Report, evaporation rates deduced from ships of opportunity weather
reports are subject to large uncertainties.
Baumgartner and Reichel (1975) have used all available estimates to compile a world
water balance.
While recognizing the possible problems with these estimates, it is
interesting to compare their results for the North Pacific and the North Atlantic over th3
2
30° - 60° N band.
The net precipitation volume for the North Pfzif!c is 32 x 10
m
(equivalent to 1.23 m average precipitation) while it is 19 x 10
m (0.92 m) for th3
2
North Atlantic.
The correspondiy~ e~aporation figures are: North Pacific, 24 x 10
m
(0.92 m); North Atlantic, 26 x 10
m (1.25 m). The differences, P-E, are almost f~ua3
but of opposite sign for the two basin areas. Th3 North Pacific gains 8.3 x 10
m
12
(0.32 m) while the North Atlantic loses 6.9 x 10
m (0 13 ~). The total river iy2lo~
1
into the North Pacific basin (between 30-60°N) is 2.4 x 10
m while it is 3.8 x 10
~
13
for the North Atlantic.
Hence the net gain for the North Pacific is about 10
m
annually, from the atmosphere and river inflow. To put some perspective on this number,
the volume of the upper 50 m ( a typical depth of the f'as~nal thermocline in the
Northeast Pacific) of the Pacific for the same area is about 10
m .
Burridge's calculations on the net P-E for the North Pacific are in general
agreement.
This net fresh water inflow is in accord with a low salinity ocean basin. It
is important that a Pacific Ocean climate study clarify the net fresh water input and its
effect on the salinity distribution in the basin.
The Pacific Ocean, by virtue of its history of scientific exploration has an
abundance of upper ocean data and a dearth of deep water data . Whereas the North Atlantic
has very few 5 degree square areas without a high-quality deeg station (Worthington, 1981;
his figure 2.1 ), only about 50% of the Pacific, north of 30 N, has been so-sampled.
On
the other hand, there is a large climatological upper-ocean data base due to programs such
as TRANSPAC, CSK (Cooperative Studies of the Kuroshio) and others. These data have been
extensively mapped and analysed to produce, for example, seasonal ranges of the thermal
structure of the upper North Pacific (which make it unique among ocean basins). These
programs have resulted in extensive experience in the use of ships of opportunity,
drifting buoys, and moored current meters.
As well as these earlier studies, several of which are continuing (e . g., TRANSPAC),
new programs are already planned for the North Pacific. These include the IOC-sponsored
WESTPAC and the Japanese Ocean Heat Transport EXperiment (OHTEX) and Ocean Mixed Layer
Experiment (OMLET)(see Appendix IV). The Heat Advection Investigations of the Kuroshio
(HAIKU, J. Toole, USA) is proposed to investigate the Kuroshio transport through the
Straits of Tokara.
Current meter strings have been deployed along 152°E (Schmidt) and
will be placed along 165°E, 180°W and 155°W by Schmidt and along 160°W by Niiler. These
arrays will contribute significantly to our knowledge of the transports in these regions.
There are also several tropical Pacific experiments either underway or planned, including
NOAA's Equatorial Pacific Ocean Climate Study (EPOCS) and TROPIC HEAT. A major emphasis
of the oceanic component of the WCRP is expected to centre on the tropical Pacific. These
programs will provide valuable information along the southern boundary of a North Pacific
experiment.
In order to assess the feasibility of a given experiment, it is necessary to
determine the required measurement accuracy.
For the Atlantic Cage, the principal
objective is the determination of the heat transport at 25°N to an accuracy of 20%. Since
the transport is somewhat greater than 1 PW; this requires est}~at~ng the transport to 0.2
PW.
With the area of the Atlantic north of 25°N being 2.8xl0
m , and assuming that all
the heat carried north in the ocean at 25° N leaves through the ocean surface, an
2
uncertainty in the transport of 0.2 PW corresponds to an uncertainty of about 10 W/m in
the net surface flux. For the Pacific Ocean the order of magnitude of the heat transport
is not known so an analogous method of specifying the accuracy requirement is unavailable.
However, from a global perspective on the total oceanic meridional heat transport, it
would also be appropriate to adopt .the 0.2 PW accuracy criteria for the North Pacific
transport.
The surface area of the Pacific north of 25°N is about 35% larger than thz
Atlantic.
Thus the average surface heat flux corresponding to 0.2 PW is closer to 5 W/m
uncertainty.
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2.3

Historical perspective

The concept of a Heat Flux Experiment or Cage was proposed at the Pilot Ocean
Monitoring Study (POMS) meeting (Miami, 1-5 October, 1979) as a means of better estimating
the oceanic meridional heat flux. It was subsequently decided that the Atlantic Ocean was
the most feasible for which to undertake such an experiment and a Cage Feasibility Study
Group ( also called the Atlantic Cage Group) was established. The Atlantic Cage Group has
examined the feasibility of three different methods of estimating the meridional heat
flux: namely , 1) as the
residual of the atmospheric energy balance ( essentially the
difference of the net radiation at the top of the atmosphere and the atmospheric flux
divergence, e.g., Oort and Vonder Haar, 1976); 2) by integrating the surface heat fluxes
over the basin (e.g., Bunker, 1976); and 3) by computations of the oceanic heat transport
based on hydrographic sections (e.g., Bryden and Hall, 1980).
The Atlantic Cage Group was somewhat pessimistic on the viability of an Atlantic
Cage in its report to CCCO II (Tokyo, 18-22 May, 1981). Nevertheless, CCCO II concluded
that there were advantages in proceeding with a feasibility study of a Cage experiment in
the Pacific Ocean and the Pacific Cage study Group was established with the Terms of
Reference and membership as shown in Attachments I and II.
The Pacific Cage Study Group has held several short meetings , starting in Boulder,
Colorado (Jan. 21, 1982; several members also participated in the Atlantic Cage Group's
meeting, Jan. 18-20) .
This was followed by discussions during the JSC-CCCO Study
Conference on Large-Scale Ocean Experiments in the World Climate Research Program (Tokyo,
10 - 21 May, 1982) and a joint meeting with a group of ocean modellers during the Ame r ican
Meteorological Society's Fourth Conference on Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction ( 8-10 June,
1982, San Diego)
Through the course of these meetings a group consensus was gradually
evolving .
This report was prepared after lengthy discussions at the final Group meeting
at the Institute of Ocean Sciences, Sidney, British Columbia (27 Sep . - 1 Oct., 1982)
Unfortunately, at no time was the whole group able to meet simultaneously . Only A.
Bennett, F . Dobson, K. Hasunuma, W. White and G. McBean were able to attend the final
meeting. This limited significantly our discussion of the atmospheric flux divergence and
radiation aspects.
The Atlantic Cage Group's Final Report has now been published as WCP-22 (May,
1982) .
They concluded that the heat transport estimation techniques based on the direct
oceanographic measurements and on the residual of radiation at the top of the atmosphere
and the atmospheric flux divergence are probably viable. They then recommended that
planning proceed for a North Atlantic Cage experiment to be carried out in the late
1980's.
It has subseqently been hoped that the inter-annual variability in the North
Atlantic is sufficiently small such that the measurement programs to obtain flux estimates
need not be done simultaneously. This will greatly reduce the logistics arrangements for
such a study.
In section 3 of this report we will consider the feasibility of using indirect
techniques to estimate the oceanic heat and salt transports in the North Pacific Ocean.
Then we will discuss briefly a proposed experiment for the Japan Sea (which is described
in Appendix V).
This proposal was brought for our consideration at the final group
meeting by K. Hasunuma. Because of its relevance to the important questions of air-sea
interaction and the WCRP we have made some recommendations in this regard. In the section
4, we review the direct measurement of meridional heat flux, while in section 5, we make a
proposal for an integrated study of the transports of heat and salt and their variability
in the North Pacific Ocean. This programme, with the name PATHS (for PAcific Transport of
Heat and Salt), should, in our opinion, be the focal point of the North Pacific Ocean
climate study.
The report concludes by putting these proposals into perspective with
other programmes. The summary and recommendations have been placed in section 1 for ready
access.
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3.0

Indirect Estimates of Ocean Heat and Salt Transport

3.1

Atmospheric Energy Budget

The oceanic
radiative flux at
field.

meridional heat flux may be computed as a residual between the net
the top of the atmosphere and the atmospheric he at flux divergence

3.1.1. Satellite Radiation Measurements
Through the use of satellite visual and infrared images and broad-band radiometers
the cloud and radiation climatologies of the North Pacific are reasonably well known, at
least in a qualitative sense. Particulary noticeable are the seasonal variations of the
clouds in the region 20°-40°N and the synoptic variations further north. The result is
large fluctuations in the radiation input to the ocean and concomitent changes in the
ocean-temperature anomalies.
The annual average net radiation at the top of the
atmosphere indicates a net gain south of about 30°N and a net loss to the north. This
zero line moves with the seasons and also tends to extend further south over the eastern
Pacific.
The details of these variations will be further clarified by the studies now
underway using data from Nimbus 6 and 7 .
The ERBS (Earth Radiation Budget System)
Experiment is planned to start in 1984 with a projected two year minimum lifetime of the
satellites.
The wide-band sensors to be used in ERBSE are needed to obtain the full
radiation spectrum which cannot, as yet, be adequately deduced from narrow-band sensors.
One of the two ERBSE satellites will be in an orbit at 48 degrees to the equator and will
precess to see all local times over 30 days. This will reduce the time aliasing problem
inherent in sun-synchronous satellites (the other satellite in ERBSE will be a NOAA
polar-orbiting satellite with 0300 and 1500 local-time observations). One disadvantage of
the 48 degree inclined orbit is that the regions north of 55°-60°N will not be sampled.
This may be important in choosing the northern boundary for the study.
The interesting and important cloud structures betwe en 20°-30°N are particularly
relevant in choosing a southern boundary for an experiment; from a radiation perspective,
it would be unwise to include only gart of this reg ion. Hence, the boundary should be
either north of 30°-35°N or at about 20 N.
Campbell (1981) has produced a map of the annual average net radiation (Atlantic
Cage Report, Fig. 3) using available satellite data. The field is very smooth, with
almost zonal contours.
The zero net flux line is very close to 30°N over the Pacific
Ocean .
Campbell computed the net flux over the North Pacific between 20°N and 60°N to be
2
-1 w/m, i.e., indistinguishable from the North Atlantic over the same latitude band ( 2
2
W/m; see Figure 2).
Both numbers are not significantlt different from zer~. These
numbers compare with the large net input 2 in the tropics (20 N - 20~S) of 59 W/ m and the
large losses over the continents ( -25 W/m over Eurasia and -27 W/m over North America).
In order for the net change in heat storage in these regions to be zero over the annual
cycle, there must be a net transport of heat by the ocean and the atmosphere from the
tropics to mid - latitudes and a net zonal transport by the atmosphere from the mid-latitude
oceans to the mid-latitude land regions.
There is a large seasonal 2 cycle to this net flux; for the Pacific Ocean, it is
2
about -90 W/ m in January and +80 W/ m in June (Figure 1). The net is hence the difference
of large numbers and any bias is very important.
The accuracy of satellite radiation measurements is, at best, at the limit
necessary. Campbell (1981) has found that the long-term mean radiation balance a2 the top
of the atmosphere, which should balance to zero, was measured 20 be 7 W/ m . Also,
additional data from subsequent years has agreed to within 10 W/m . Hence, it may be
possible to estimate the n2t radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere with an
accuracy of close to 5 W/ m , if some improvements can be made in the observational and
analysis techni ques.
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3.1.2

Atmospheric Flux Divergence

The net radative flu x input to an atmophere-ocean volume can be part ially lost
through the divergence of the horizontal atmospheric heat transports. The divergence, in
its finite difference approximation, is usually a small difference of two large
transports. The atmospheric transport is the sum of four terms, namely:

transport

rPo

1
(l/gJr-.
(cpT + P + E + Lq) V dp

0
where:

c T = sensible heat = S
pP = geopotential
E
= kinetic energy/ unit mass
Lq = latent heat = Q

Oort and Vonder Haar (1976) obtained annual mean values of these terms and their
sum, the meridional heat flux zonally averaged ar ound the globe . At 30°N , the sum was 2.8
PW , while at 60°N the sum was 3 .1 PW. Oort (1981) has br oken these zonal averages down
into r egiona l averages over ocean basins and land masses (Figure 3) . These calculations
were based on about 600 northe r n hemisphere ra diosonde stations over several years that
had been objectively analysed to give monthly means.
The use of objective analyses to assimilate data into a forecast model can also be
used t o give realistic qual itive global mappings of the individual components of the
a tmosphe ric flux d i vergences.
The computa ti ons by Burridge at the European Centre for
Medium-range Weather Forecas.ts (ECMWF)(Figure 3 and Table 1) agree wit h the computations
of Oort (1981) in some regions and disagree in others. Over the North American con tinent,
where the best data base exisits, the two computations agree very we11 · and the energy
budget (net ra d i~tion at the top of the atmosphe re - atmospheric flux divergence) closes
to within 5 W/m .
Over the North Atlantic the two studies also agree well and are
consistent with other estimates of the de duced North Atlantic Ocean heat transport.
Unfortunately, over the Pacific Ocea n, the tw2 approaches disagree markedly. Burridge
finds that the average flux divergence is -14 W/m (indicating equatorward heat transport)
2
while Oort's calculations gave +28 W/m ( indicating poleward heat transport ) . Further,
over the Eurasian continent, both sets of computations show large imbalances, probably due
to data assimilation problem over Tibet. Because this is near the upwind boundary of the
Pacific it is of particular concern to the Pacific Cage considerations.
Although Oort ' s
calculations were for many years of data, the sole data source was the operational
radiosonde network.
On the other hand, Burridge used the full FGGE data set assimilated
in the ECMWF model.
This should provide much more realistic results over a relatively
radiosonde-free area such as the Pacific Ocean.
As yet, the abs olute accuracy of these computations is hard to assess. Possible
magnitudes of the errors in the transport calc ul ations can be estimated by computing, for
exam ple , the te rm

i

(l/g)

~
(cpT + P) dp

0

7
using Houghton's (1977) model atmosphere fo r 40°N. The integral corresponds to~ x 10
0
W/m(l/m/s).
Over the l atitude band zo -60°N, the meridional distance is 4.4 x 10 m, so
the east-west flux is 0 .35 *(weighted wind) PW. For a 20 m/s weighted-mean wind the
transport is 7 PW. More important is to rec ognize that a bia·s, independent of altitude,
of 0.25 m/s ( that observed between the Sov~et and American ships during the GATE
intercomparisons) corresponds to 0.09 PW or 2 . 3 W/m bias in the average surface flux over
the basin .
If the operational wind systems bias across the Pacific is larger, then the
2
uncertainty is larger (1 m/ s corresponds to 10 W/m ).
However, if the data are
assimilated into a forecast model and hence constrained by the equations of motion, the
mean biases should be small .
near

In the GATE intercomparisons mean biases of 0.4°C up to 300 mb and greater than 1°C
the tropopause were found . Since the change in temperature at any one level in the
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Table 1. Area of a tmospher ic energy fl ux divergences for the seas ons of the FGGE y ea r ,
2
broken down to f our are a s , each 20°N - 60°N, in Wm- ,
E - kinetic en ergy;
S - s ensible heat ; Q - lat ent heat; P - potential; Total = E + S + Q + P.
Period
Spring
Sununer
Autumn
Winter

79
79
79
78/79

Year

E

s

Q

p

Total

1

-3 7

-26

40

0

-17

11

1

7

-1
2

1
-23

2

-37

-18
-33

-22
-5
-40
-61

-13

-21

0

-32

74

23
11

North America

Period
Spring
Sununer
Autumn
Winter

79
79
79
7 8/7 9

Year

-1
0
-1

31

-6

39
19
68

21
36

-65
-65
-16
-16

-2

50

23

-41

30

-2

-15
-34
5
10

41
48
16
33

-13
-66

-3

-37
-81
-20
16

-2

-38

-9

35

-14

1
0
1
3

47
33
79
87

-1
1
-2

1
43
7

-11

-46
9
-71
-80

-1

1

61

-3

-47

13

- 15
23
81

North Atlantic

Period
Spring
Sununer
Autumn
Winter

79
79
79
78/79

Year

0
-1

1

24

North Pacific

Period
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Year
Eurasia

79
79
79
78/7 9
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atmosphere across the Pacific is less than 20°C, then a bias of 1°C results in a changz in
the transport of at least 5%. For a 7 PW transport this corresponds to about 10 W/m or
more uncertainty in the surface fluxes. The same GATE intercomparisons showed that the
mean biases in the relative humidity measurements were a few percent in the lower
troposphere an d about 10 percent in the upper troposphere. A 5% bias on a saturated model
atmosphere corresponds to 0 . 02 PW (l/m/s) pez unit of wind. Thus a 20 m/s weighted mean
wind gives an uncertainty equivalent to 10 W/m in the surface flux.
Recognizing
that
possible
biases
in
measurements
of
profiles of atmospheric winds,
temperatures
and
humidities
could
lead
to
2
uncertainties of 0.2 PW (equivalent to 5 W/m in
average heat flux over the basin) or larger in the
deduced oceanic heat transport,
IT IS RECONMENDED THAT an investigation be done on
the probable errors in the calculations of annual
mean atmospheric heat flux divergences over the
Pacific . Possible areas of concern are biases in the
radiosonde results from various countries surrounding
the Pacific, the ability of models to account for
atmospheric
moisture
over the sparsely sampled
reaches of the ocean and the presence of a long
southern boundary, the heat transports across which
are poorly known .
Recognizing that the difficulties in heat flux
divergence calculations over the Tibetan region of
Asia may be important and that, since this is near
the western boundary of the Pacific, any errors in
the
analysis
there may propagate eastward and
significantly affect the computed transport into the
budget region,
IT IS RECOHMENDED THAT the reasons for the inability
of the ECHWF model to reach a balance over the
Eurasian continent be thoroughly investigated, if
possible by the ECMWF group that did the original
work.
If a balance can be obtained, the atmospheric
flux divergence fields for the FGGE year for the
Northern Hemisphere should be re-calculated.
Recognizing that
have been anomalous,

the FGGE year is thought to

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the applicability of the ECMWF
objective analysis techniques to the FGGE year data
set be investigated and limits established on the
possible errors such effects could have on the
computed atmospheric flux divergences .
If the southern boundary of the heat budget area is moved south to make use of the
island obs ervations the atmospheric assimilation models will suffer in that more of the
tropical regions, where the models are weaker, will be included.
Recognizing
the
sparsity
observations over the North Pacific,

of

radiosonde

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the is l and-situated radisonde
networks in the North Pacif c be augmented with
ship-of-opportunity radiosonde platforms, which are
presently under development.
Without them it is
doubtful that much improvement can be made in the
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accuracy of the latent heat flux divergenc e est ima tes
ov er the North Pacific.
Burridg e ' s results, when combined with the estimat e of Car.ip be ll ( 19 81) that the net
f lux at t he top of the atmosphere over the same 2re a of the Nor th Pacific is -1
W/m , gives a net diverge nce from the atmosphere of -13 W/ m . This impli es that th e North
Pacific is being warmed by the atmosphere and that there must be a ne t ocean ic transport
south through 20°N of about 0.6 PW.
rad~ation

Recognizing that the radiation mea s urements
are for the years 1978/79 and 1976/77 while the EC~ITTF
atmospheric heat flux divergences are for the FGGE
year,
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the heat flux divergences be
compared with the FGGE year radiation data as soon as
it becomes available.
In examining the details of Burridge's results it is apparent that the Paci r ic
balance is dominated by the summer season.
This results from a large sensible heat
transfer to the ocean from the atmosphere and an almost as large latent heat term. The
latent heat term results from a change in water vapour conte nt between the air entering
the volume and that leaving.
If this term is negative that means the inflow moisture
content is less than the outflow and hence there must be a net transfer of wa ter vapour to
the surface, i.e., the ocean.
This presumably results because the precipitation and
dewfall exceed the evaporation. From a heat content perspectiv e the amount of heat in the
form of latent heat associated with the water vapour content has decreased. From
Burridge's maps it can be seen that the evaporative heat put into the atmosphere over the
Kuroshio is more than lost by rainfall over the eastern Pacific. At present these
computations must be regarded as tentative because a major weakne ss in the ECNWF model is
its treatment of water vapour and related processes.
The fact that the latent heat flux maps produced by Burridge are strikingly
different fo r the North Pacific and North Atlantic, does not clash with our physical
intuition on the processes which govern the water balances in the two oceans. Gordon
(1982) points out that the North Pacific is considerably fresher than the North Atlantic,
and the enormous areal extent over the Pacific of the region of excess precipitation bears
this out.
Another striking difference between the Atlantic and Pacific results is that
although for both basins the sensible heat and potential energy terms almost cancel, they
are of opposite sign. For the North Pacific, the divergence of sensible heat (a measure
of the mean temperature of the air between two pressure levels) is negative while the
divergence of the potential (the height difference between two pressure levels) is
positive. In the North Atlantic the signs are reversed.
It is clear from the above that more work is needed in explaining the discrepancies
with our physical intuition of the heat balance over Eurasia obtained by both Burridge and
Oort and deciding whether the annual mean meridional heat flux in the North Pacific is
southward, as Burridge suggests, or northward, as indicated by Oort and others, e.g.
Hastenrath (1982).
Until these discrepancies can be resolved, it must remain an open
question, at least for the Pacific Ocean, whether or not the "atmospheric residual"
technique is a viable one for estimating the meridional oceanic heat flux to the ±0.2 PW
accuracies required in the North Pacific Ocean.
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3. 2

Assessment of Accuracy of Surface Fluxes.

The surface energy budget requires the evaluation of three terms: the net
radiation, the sensible heat flux and the latent heat flux. The standard approach (e.g.,
Budyko, 1974; Wyrtki, 1965; Hastenrath, 1980;) has been to use bulk formulations for the
fluxes and other empirical formulae involving ocean surface albedo, cloud amounts and
other factors for net radiation. Generally, the data sets incude: winds, temperatures
(air and sea) , relative humidities and cloud amounts observed by ships of opportunity.
As . reviewed in the Atlantic Cage Report, this approach is greatly influenced by unknown
and possibly large biases in the data, uncertain knowledge of the coefficients in the
equations and poor sampling in space and time, resulting in errors up to 50%.
The application of this approach to the North Pacific Ocean has produced a variety
of estimates of the heat transport (see Appendix III). L. Talley (School of Oceanography,
Oregon State University, pers. comm.) has recently computed the implied transport, based
on the extensive flux calculations of N. Clark (Ph. D. thesis, 1970). She finds that the
deduced transport is southward over the whole North Pacific with a value of -0.4 PW at
30°N. However, she also concludes that:
"it appears that systematic errors introduced by uncertainties in the
heat flux formulae are large enough to seriously affect heat transport
calculations."
In view of these estimates and the earlier comments on satellite estimates of
surface radiation budgets, it is apparent that the surface energ~ budget cannot, by
present and near future techniques, be estimated to an accuracy of 5 W/ m.
Recognizing that it is important to improve
our ability to make estimates of air-sea energy
exchanges over the oceans, particularly during storms
when the transfers are most intense,
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ways and means be sought of
improving estimates of air-sea fluxes during stormy
conditions.
Avoidance
of such conditions by
"ordinary"
ships-of-opportunity
indicate
that
innovative techniques should be investigated for
these conditions particularly.
3.3

Strategy

It is thus necessary, as for the North Atlantic, to consider how best to use the
results of the "atmospheric re sidual '' and ''direct measurement" techniques as constraints
in reducing the uncertainties in the bulk formulae for the fluxes. Because the Pacific
north of 30°N is cloudy most of the time, it is not thought likely that satellite
techniques (e.g., Gautier et. al., 1980) for estimating either incoming shortwave or
outgoing longwave radiation budgets at the sea surface will add much to the information
obtained from ships of opportunity. It is thought likely that the presently existing ship
sampling density over the North Pacific will be sufficient to meet the needs of a surface
flux budget study such as that proposed here. However, the general lack of radiosondes
ove r the Pacific to resolve the moisture flux field, a lack of observations in stormy
conditions and the general usefulness of ship of opportunity surface measurements are
areas of concern.
Perhaps the oos t useful way to approach the problem is to identify enclosed or
semi-enclosed ocean basins, where heat advection through the boundaries can be accurately
determined both in the water and in the atmosphere above, and perform detail budget
studies there (e.g.,Bunker, et al., 1982). One such area is the Japan Sea; preliminary
discussions are now in progress among Japanese oceanographers and meteorologists about
performing a Cage-type "pilot study" there (see Appendix V). Although a Japan Sea budget
study
would
demand a significant amount of resources, and would require close
international cooperation· among countries ar ound the sea (Japan, USSR, North Korea, South
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Korea) it appears ideal from the poirtt of view of optimizing the bulk formula e prior to a
basin-scale experiment. A great deal of oceanographic and meteorological data has already
been, and is still bei ng, collected there (reg ul ar XBT an d CTD surveys, monitoring of the
passages leading to it by various techniques, closely-spaced radiosond e and actinometric
networks, many availabl e ships of opportunity, and so on: e.g., Bengt s son et. al., 1982).
The fluxes of heat across the sea surface are relatively lar ge (e .g., Manabe,1957) and as
a result, there will be a significant divergence of heat flux in the atmosphere. Although
it is typically diff ic ult to obta in accurate heat flux di vergence measurements from
radiosonde networks over small areas, particularly when a vari e ty of radisonde types and
pr ocessing techniques are employed, the signal-to-noise ratio in the Japa n Sea area shou ld
be large .
In any case a design study will be needed to ensure the required accuracy
levels can be reached with the exi sting radiosonde network. Because the area is qu ite
cloudy, the actinomet ric network will be particularly important in measu r ing the radiative
heat balance at the surface to accuracies far in excess of those achievable at sea.
Recognizing the importance of improving our
capability to estimate the net heat transfer from the
ocean to the atmosphere as an important problem in
climate modelling,
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the Japan Sea be investigated
from the point of view of performing a complete heat
flux budget on it over several years. All terms in
the budget should be measured : incoming radiation at
the t op and bottom of the atmosphere, atmospheric
heat flux divergences, vertical turbulent fluxes of
heat through the sea surface, and the oceanic fluxes
of heat into and out of the Sea through the various
straits
connecting
it
with
the Pacific.
A
preliminary design study using historical data sets
(e.g., Manabe, 1957) could be essent~al, to determine
the likelihood of achieving ±10 W/m accuracy limits
on each term in the budget. Such a study, while not
directly affecting the outcome of basin-scale heat
and salt balances in the North Pacific Ocean, would
provide important improvements in the error limits
achievable in all WCRP oceanic surface heat flux
studies .

.3.4

Precipitation/Evaporation/ Runoff

The water balance in the North Pacific is only poorly known, but understanding it
will be crucial to gaining an understanding of the role of the North Pacific in the global
climate system.
The reason for this is clear: excess precipitation over large areas of
the eastern Pacific over large fractions of the year have a major impact, not only on the
mean salinity of the ocean (e.g . Gordon, 1982) but also on its annual mean meridional heat
transport.
How. to obtain estimates of evaporation and precipitation over the Pacific which are
2
accurate enough to meet a 5-lOw/ m error limit remains a serious problem, both for surface
flux measurements, and in the atmosphere itself .
Recognizing that the Study Group is unable to
even estimate the probable errors in the latent heat
flux through the sea surface and the atmospheric
latent heat flux divergence,
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT errors in existing techniques
for estimating the evaporation-precipitation balance
and the atmospheric moisture flux divergence over the
ocean be fully investigated, with a view to finding
ways of reducing the errors .
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The salt and heat flux budgets of the North Pacific have been compared for
consistency with the T-S diagrams in all the oceans by Stommel and Csanady (1981), using
Hastenrath's (1980) heat flux estimates and data on moisture flux from the Baumgartner and
Reichel (1975) atlas (The World Water Balance: Elsevier, 179pp). If the Burridge and
Talley heat flux calculations are right instead of Hastenrath's, then the asymmetries
noted by Stommel and Csanady become even more striking.
Recognizing that relatively simple models of
ocean properties may provide valuable insights into
large-scale climate problems,
IT IS RECONMENDED THAT the Stommel - Csanady analysis
should
be redone with a variety of "accurate''
estimates of E-P and the heat flux, in an effort to
better understand the problems we face in obtaining
heat and salt balances in the North Pacific ocean .
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4.

Dir e ct Measurements of Meridional Heat Flux

4.1 Introduction
Direct estimat e s of oc ea n heat flux have been made using at least thre e sim i lar but
different te chniques (Bryan , 1962; Bryden and Hall, 1980; Wunsch, 197 8 and Roe mmich ,
1980) .
The Wun sc h and Roemmich inverse method is applied to an ocean bas in c ompletely
closed by hydrogra phi c se cti ons and land boundaries and is based on the impositi on of
integral cons t rain t s . The Bry a n and Bryden and Hall techniques can be us e d with a s ing l e
ocean section .
The ess en t ial difference between the Bryan (1962) and Br yden- Hall ( 1980)
methods is the way in which the barotropic geostrophic transport is de t ermined . Bryan
estimated it using the Sverdrup vorticity balance at a number of latitud e s in se veral
oceans; Bryden and Hal l used the Niiler and Richardson (1973) transport meas urements in
the Florida Straits in or der to estimate the transport at 24°30' N.
The sev5n y~ fr s of data reported by the Niiler and Richardson ranged f r om 20 to 40
3
Sv (1 Sv = 10 ms ) , with a mean of 29 . 5 Sv and an annuaP harmonic component of 4.1 Sv .
Bryden and Hall adopted the mean value of 29.5 Sv . It should be noted that the Sv erdrup
balance leads to a value of 32 . 5 Sv at 24°30'N (Leetma et al., 1977); the 10% difference
in the heat flux estimate due to a choice between the two direct met hods is not
significant in comparison wi t h othe r errors (see below) . Nevertheless , ob s ervations of
t he Kuroshio pr oposed by the OHTEX and HAIKU groups should be regarded as f undamental to
an understanding of the North Pacific heat flux distribution and variabil i ty .
Equally
the Sverdrup transport estimate of 40 Sv across 32°N in the North Pacific (Evenson and
Veronis, 1975) should not be ignored.
4. 2

DATA REQUIREMENTS

The requi r ement of net transport in the Kuroshio (and thus the return transport in
mid-ocean) has a l ready been mentioned.
To compute the heat flux associ a ted with this
depth-averaged ho r izontal ciruclation, depth-averaged potential temperature
is required
in the Kuroshio and i n mid- ocean. The former requirement would at least be met by the
OHTEX study proposed for 1987; other hydrographic surveys may already be providing such
data .
The mid - ocean requirement could be met by obtaining a trans-Pacific hydrographic
section.
The IGY section at 24°30'N in the North Atlantic used by Bryden and Hall
revealed that
was virtually uniform in mid-ocean; the only fluctuation was that induced
by the mid-ocean ridge. The climatological atlas of Emery and Dewar (1982) confirms this
one realization is representative, yielding the same uniform profile with a zonal average
value of <O> = 5.4°c.

e

e

The Emery and Dewar atlas also covers the North Pacific, indicating that a section
is not required in order to estimate <0> in mid-ocean. The absence of a major topographic
feature like the North Atlantic mid-ocean ridge from the central North Pacific at 30°N
(the latitude of the OHTEX ar r ay) is a further simplification. In any case, Bryden and
Hall estimated that the heat flux, due to barotropic flow along the mid - ocean ridge
combined with the locally higher values of Gover the ridge, was negligible (.09 PW) .
However , the mer i dional barotropic heat flux along .the Izu ridge (also called the Sitito
Iozima Ridge) will have to be estimated . Estimates of the baroclinic heat flux, due to
departures of meridional velocity v and potential temperature e from depth-averages
(denoted v' = v - v, 0' = 0 - 0) may be made using hydrographic data alone. Again, the
data requirements could be met by supplementing the proposed OHTEX study with a
trans - Pacific section .
The baroclinic heat flux through the section may be decomposed
using horizontal averaging:

pep

J

fv'0'

dxdz

=

pep

J

L<v'><0'>dz +

pep!f

v"0" dxdz

( 5 . 1)

whe r e Lis the section width,<> denotes a horizontal average and v" = v' -<v '> . (this is
the notation of Ha ll and Bryden (1982)). The density and relevent specifi c he at ca pacity
are denoted by p an d c respectively . The pr ofile of O' deriv e d from the IGY s e c t ion in
the North Atl antic Rt 24°30'N does not differ significanty from that derive d fr om the
As ~ ymin g the therma l wind rel a tion holds, the i ntegra l L<v' > =
Eme r y and Dewar At la s.
1v'dx may be re placed by (f li. D):
whe r e f i s the Coriolis par ame t e r , 6.D is t he dynam ic
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height anomaly and ( ):
denotes the difference between values at the easternmost and
westernmost stations in the se.c tion.
Recognizing that it is not necessary to have a
synoptic section in order to estimate this term wih
sufficient accuracy and that the availability of
historical data compilatio~s such as in the Emery and
Dewar atlas,
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT NO trans-Pacific sections be
conducted solely for the purpose of monitoring the
large scale baroclinic heat transport in the North
Pacific.
However, it is recommended that deep
stations of opportunity be made whenever possible .
IT IS RECO~~IENDED THAT available ship time be used to
survey the ends of sections carefully, especially in
the
Kuroshio
region,
in order to reduce the
influences of internal waves, eddies, etc.

I

Inspection of
v'dx
shows that it is sensibly uniform below 2000m; that is,
there is insignificant east-west difference in the specific volume anomaly o. If this is
the rule, then the end stations need not go below 2000m; uniform extrapolation of ~D may
be used below that depth.
The second term on the rhs of (5.1) cannot be reliably
estimated using conventionally spaced hydrographic data since the latter would not resolve
the eddy fields. The effect of the eddies (whether or not they actually move heat) is to
add uncorrelated noise to the section data. Various estimates (Bennett, 1978; Bryden and
Hall, 1980) of the standard deviation of (5.1) due to unresolved eddies range about 0.2 0.3 PW. It may be noted that Bryden and Hall estimate the second term in the rhs of (5.1)
to be +0.016 PW in their section; while Bryan estimates it to be +.12 PW in the North
Pacific at 20°N (compared with a first term of - 1.4 PW). Thus this term represents a
serious lack of understand{ng; realizations tend to be less than expectations .
The final data requirement is for the surface Ekman transport and the surface
mixed-layer temperature.
If climatological wind stresses are used to derive the Ekman
transport then the horizontal correlation with observed surface temperatures is low and
only the products of net Ekman transport with zonally averaged surface. temperatures are
significant.
Again the Emery and Dewar Atlas may be used in place of observations of the
latter.
However, the latter may be available anyway through ship-of-opportunity XBT
sections.
4.3

Errors

The least certain measurements in the direct estimates of heat flux are (a) the
transport in the western boundary current and (b) the mid-ocean eddy heat flux. Niiler
and Richardson had residuals of +6 Sv in their Florida Straits transport after their
annual harmonic analysis; this may be due to real interannual variability or it may be due
to observational errors.
The transport residual corresponds t6 a heat flux residual of
+0.4 PW and so is far from negligible. Analogous measurements in the Kuroshio will be
even more difficult due to the complex structure of that current. However, if the
Kuroshio is flowing in deep water as "it" crosses the latitude of interest, then
in the
Kuroshio will differ only slightly from that in mid-ocean and the net barotropic heat flux
will be small. Bryan estimated the barotropic flux to be only 0 . 04 PW at 32°N, presumably
due to the great depth of the Kuroshio path. Clearly, the choice of latitude is of major
importance.

e

Recognizing the large volume of water moved by
the barotropic transport and that small uncertainties
in its velocity and temperature could lead to large
errors at some latitudes,
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IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT measurements of the barotropic
heat flux through the latitude of the proposed OHTEX
study be made.
The mid-ocean eddy flux will be very difficult to estimate. We may note that in
the North Atlanti c such a flux is not "necessary" a priori to produce the "right" poleward
flux since the Gulf Stream flows northward across 25 °N in shallow water, compensating for
the equatorward heat flux in the oceanic "Ferrel cell" at that latitude (the first term on
the rhs of (5.1) is less than zero). Bryan estimated that the first term on the rhs ·of
(5.1) is -1.4 PW in the North Pacific; since the barotropic flux is so small there is a
priori a need for an eddy heat flux in the North Pacific in order to produce the "right"
(if the estimate of Hastenrath is correct) total poleward flux of about +l PW.
White
(1982) indicated that eddies in the Kuroshio Extension region have significant phase tilts
with height, oriented to give significant poleward heat flux. These eddies are not
entirely within reach of XBT 'S but would be easily observed by acoustic profilers mounted
on ships of opportunitiy. Such profilers would have a large impact on a Pacific heat flux
experiment.
Equally, albeit local eddy statistics being collected at North Pacific
current meter arrays deployed by Niiler and others, and the long-term array proposed by
IOS, Sidney (R. Thomson), will be invaluable in estimating eddy heat fluxes.
Recognizing that the eddy heat flux may be
important in the North Pacific and will probably
counterbalance the southward baroclinic transport,
IT
IS RECOMMENDED THAT deep XBT's or acoustic
profilers be used on ships-of-opportunity to obtain
an
eddy-resolving
section and used with other
available information to investigate carefully the
eddy heat flux.
4.4

Analysis of the Bryan (1962) Estimate

The following table is an analysis of the meridional heat flux across 32 N in the
North Pacific obtained by Bryan (1962):
Flux( PW)
+0.18
+0.04
-1. 41
(first term on rhs of (5.1))
F (Sm. Scale Baroclinic) = +0.11
3
(second term on rhs of (5.1))
F (Ekman)
= +0.08
4

Flux Component
F (Japan Sea)
0
F (Barotropic)
1
F (Lg . Scale Baroclinic)
2

F (Total)

= -1.0

The sign of F is certain; its magnitude is unlikely to be too small by a factor of
two.
The sign of ~l is also relatively certain; the magnitude corresponds to a Sverdrup
transport of 40 Sv ana a contrast in 0 of only 0.25°C. The contrast is unlikely to exceed
1°C at latitudes where the Kuroshio flows in a 1 km layer in water 4 km deep . Passing
over F
momentarily, F
is mystifyingly small as already mentioned and can only be
2
3
estimated by an eddy-resolving section; F is probably not too small by a factor of two.
4
F is determined by <e 1 >, and the first and last hydrographic station. The dynamic height
2
difference may fluctuate by 50% about s mean; thus F might be at the high end of the
2
range -1. 0 ± 0. 5 PW or at the low end of the range -2. 8 ± 1. 4 PW. Clearly this term is of
major importance. It should be noted that pc 0 approximates the potential enthalpy (the
thermodynamic function of inte:est) to only abgut 6%; thus F has an implied thermodynamic
2
error of about 0.08 PW which reduce F1 and F
(and F ?) to insignificance. An
4
examination of the original cruise track shows that it actual1y started and ended at 35°
N. Thus, the track crossed the Kuroshio in very deep water. It is more appropriate to
assign these flux estimates (especially _F and F ) to 35° N, rather than 32° N.
1
2
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5.
5 .1

The Pacific Transport of Heat and Salt (PATHS) Programme
Objective

The principal objective of the PATHS Programme is to understand the horizontal
processes of large-scale transport of heat and salt in the mid-latitude North Pacific
Ocean. The PATHS Programme will seek close interaction between modelling efforts and data
gathering programs specifically designed to study the transport processes. This requires
the measurement of the short-term climatic variability in the distribution of heat and
salt in both the subarctic and subtropical gyres of the North Pacific, on time scales of
months to years, for a period of approximately 10 years. It should be noted that most of
the modelling efforts and data gathering programs are already supported. What is needed
from CCCO is coordination of these, as yet, individua l efforts.
Recognizing the important characteristics of
the North Pacific Ocean and the substantial ongoing
scientific activity,
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT the CCCO endorse the proposed
PATHS Programme and establish PATHS Programme Task
Teams to prepare a specific scientific plan following
the outline below.
5.2

Description of the Region

Evidence from studies of water masses in the North Pacific (Joseph Reid, personal
connnunication) and radiocarbon dating (Tsunogai, 1981) therein indicate that the heat and
salt distributions below
lOOOm will not change over the ten year lifetime of this
program . Unlike the North Atlantic, no deep water mass conversion is ongoing. Therefore,
this study is restricted to the upper lOOOm of ocean, which has local interaction with the
atmosphere and is influenced by horizontal processes of heat and salt transport.
The area of interest is principally the mid-latitude region north of 30°N,because
this is where the North Pacific Ocean exchanges heat with the atmosphere, mainly during
autumn/winter.
However, it is recognized, for example, that short-term climatic changes
in the transport of heat and salt of the Kuroshio may depend on the changes in transport
of the North Equatorial Current.
Therefore, the study area must extend over both the
subarctic and subtropical gyres (10°N-60°N) of the North Pacific Ocean .
5.3

Research Strategy

Overall approach to the understanding of short-term climatic variability in the
spatial distribution of heat and salt in the North Pacific Ocean requires an interaction
between data and models. An attempt will be made to construct a realistic, prognostic,
numerica l model of the ocean, which will be tested against the data collected in support
of this effort. However, the complexity of these tasks should not be underestimated.
There is a pressing need for the development of a formalism in model-data assimilation for
ocean models.
Exclusive use of parametric interpolation techniques, as at present, is a
matter for concern, given the lack of data to estimate the parameters. Because the study
of heat and salt distributions in the ocean is directly related to the study of the
general circulation itself, PATHS will contribute to the World Ocean Circulation
Experiment.
It requires the development of an N-layer numerical model of both the
subarctic and subtropical gyres of the North Pacific, with realistic bottom bathymetry and
coastline topography. In addition, other more idealized models can be used in testing the
horizontal transport processes (e.g., eddy flux divergences) which affect the heat and
salt distributions.
Recognizing the variety of ocean modelling
problems
alluded
to
above
and the need for
coordinated research efforts to address them,
RECOHHE~: DED
THAT
t .he planned CCCO/ JSC
IT
IS
Conference on Coupled Ocean / atmosphere Modelling be
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asked to consider these issues .
5.4

Transport Processes Important to Short-term Climatic Change in the Ocean

Short-term climatic variations in the distribution of heat and salt in the oc ean
depend, of cours e , upon the short-term climatic variability in the air-s e a fluxes of s ame;
but, it is the processes of internal distribution of this heat and salt that is of
principal concern to the PATHS Programme. These processes can be divided into vertical
and horizontal transport processes.
The vertical transport processes generally hav e beeG
studied by process-oriented experiments and so are of less concern to this study. Rather,
it is the horizontal processes that are of principle interest to the PATHS Prograrr~e.
They are listed below.
a)
b)
c)
d)

horizontal transport of heat and salt by the Kuroshio Current system;
horizontal transport of heat and salt by meso-scale eddy processes and rings;
horizontal transport of heat and salt by mean geostrophic and Ekman motions in the
ocean interior; and
vertical displacement of the thermocline and halocline by Ekman pumping and by
baroclinic long waves.

These processes of heat and salt transport contribute both to the mean three
dimensional distribution of heat and salt and to its short-term climatic variability. The
relative importance of these processes must be quantified, and be made predictable.
5.5

Data Sets Required

The following data sets must be collected simultaneously for a period of at least
ten years on a bi-monthly basis. This allows for the resolution of approximately five to
ten climatic events that are expected to occur over this time period.
a)
b)

c)
5.6

Kuroshio transport of heat and salt on a bi-monthly basis;
heat and salt distribution on a 2° latitude x 5° longitude grid over most of the
region, with a zoom grid (i.e. 1° latitude/longitude) in the Kuroshio current
system. This grid allows the processes of horizontal eddy transports to be studied;
and
wind stress and air-sea heat and moisture flux components on a 2° latitude/longitude
grid. Distribution of precipitation and radiation are also required.
Model Requirements

The following models must be constructed and operated, producing results concerning
the transport of heat and salt that can be compared with data.
a)

b)

c)

5.7

a realistic, wind and thermo-haline driven, N-level model of the subtropical and
subarctic gyres of the North Pacific Ocean on a 2° latitude/longitude grid, with a
zoom grid (i.e., 1° latitude/longitude) for the Kuroshio Current region. This model
would have a mixed layer imbedded in it and realistic bottom bathymetry and
coastline topography;
a quasi-geostrophic, high resolution, model' of the Kuroshio Current, operating to
study the processes of eddy growth, propagation, and decay, and the associated eddy
transports
of heat and salt. The determination of the right mixture of baroclinic
and barotropic instability to yield the observed exchange between mean and eddy
kinetic energy and mean and eddy potential energy; and
analytical and numerical models for studying the way momentum and heat from the
atmosphere are redistributed vertically in the upper ocean.
Identification of Programs Contributing to the PATHS Programme

The PATHS Programme in the North Pacific can benefit from the scientific expertise
and large-scale measurement programs developed during the NORPAX program in the U.S. and
the CSK (Cooperative Studies of the Kuroshio) program in the western North Pacifc.
a)

storage of heat (and salt) on a bi-monthly basis can be determined from the TRANSPAC
XBT (XCTD) program operated by Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego,
California .
The XCTD is presently under development at Sippic an Corp., with a
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b)

c)
d)

e)

f)

target date for delivery of June, 1983. It is expected that a mixture of XBT's and
XCTD's can be deployed at a reasonable cost;
transport of heat and salt by the Kuroshio is planned by two groups. Japanese
scientists plan the OHTEX measurement program, whereby direct current meter arrays
will be used to measure the heat and salt transport of the Kuroshio south of Japan.
American scientists have formulated the HAIKU measurement program, wherein direct
current measurements of the Kuroshio west of the Ryukyu Island arc near 28°N will be
made;
the OMLET will contribute by providing intense space-time monitoring of the
mixed-layer variability in the Kuroshio, which is needed to specify the mixed layer
component of the transport;
the synoptic wind stress on a 2° latitude/longitude grid over the North Pacific is
being presently constructed at Scripps Institution of Oceanography . The basic data
set is six-hourly, synoptic winds produced by Fleet Numerical Ocean Central in
Monterey, California. This effort is expected to continue through the PATHS
Progralilille period. Also requir ed for PATHS will be the sensible and latent heat flux,
net radiation, and precipitation fields over the Pacific;
a realistic wind driven and thermally driven, N-level numerical model of the
subarctic and subtropical gyres of the North Pacific, with realistic coastline
topography, has been constucted by the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey,
California.
This model has a mixed layer imbedded in it for more realistic oceanic
distribution of the momentum and heat input from the atmosphere.
Presently, it
lacks bottom bathymetry and salt distributions. Another model similar to this has
been developed at Oregon State University; and
a two-layer, quasi-geostrophic model of the Kuroshio and the Kuroshio Extension has
been constructed at the Institute of Geophysics in Tokyo, Japan. This model is on
an .5 latitude/longitude grid and is used in the study of interaction between the
mean flow and the eddy production. A similar model development is planned at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research.

Assuming the model development and present measurement programs proceed in vigorous
fashion over the next few years, most of the components of the PATHS Programme are either
in place already or are well into the planning stage.
Re.cognizing
the requirements
programme as outlined above,

for

a

PATHS

IT IS RECOHMENDED THAT the CCCO:
1. support the continuation of the TRANSPAC Programme
of
obtaining upper-ocean thermal (and salinity)
information and the continuation of the FNOC/Scripps
act1v1ties in producing synoptic wind stress and
other atmosphere forcing field distributions over the
North Pacific Ocean;
2. recollllllend to the appropriate agencies that the
OHTEX, OMLET and HAIKU activities be undertaken as
integral parts of the PATHS and Heat Flux Progralllllles;
3.
urge
that
modelling activities be pursued
vigorously
towards producing realistic wind and
thermo-haline driven models of the North Pacific
Ocean ; and,
4. encourage the participation of other oceanographic
groups in other aspects of the PATHS Programme.
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6. Relationship of the PATHS Programme to other WCRP Programmes
The PATHS Programme, with its objective of understanding the horizontal processes
of large-scale transport of heat and salt in the mid-latitude North Pacific Ocean, is
intimately linked to several other WCRP programmes. Together with the Atlantic Cage
Experiment, it will provide estimates of meridional oceanic heat transport that will
provide important constraints for both oceanic and atmospheric models. The experiments
will explore the mechanisms of these transports and identify the important differences.
It will be a major test for ocean models to correctly represent the heat transports in
both basins correctly, in view of the expected differences in the direction and character
of the transports.
The World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOGE) has as its objective the quantitative
understanding of the manner in which the water circulates through the oceans as a whole,
driven by the long-term distributions of surface stress, effective atmospheric temperature
and the net evaporation minus precipitation.
The PATHS Programme is very similar in
concept and should be considered as a regional component of WOGE. Both programmes will
involve
a
coordination
of
modelling
and
observational
activities.
The
evaporation-precipitation balance over the North Pacific Ocean has been identified as
being of particular importance in the water mass formation of the almost unique and
massive North Pacific Ocean deep water.
The physical basis for the influence of the tropical oceans on the global
atmosphere (TOGA) with emphasis on the interannual variability will be studied in the TOGA
Programme.
The tropical oceans interact with the global atmosphere through the Trade
Winds and cloudiness. They must also interact through their influence on adjoining ocean
basins, both directly through the heat and mass transports out of the tropical regions and
indirectly through the atmosphere. The PATHS Programme, in dealing with the ocean basin
directly north of the largest tropical ocean area, must develop a strong r elationship with
the TOGA activities.
As large-scale ocean monitoring will be a major part of the PATHS observational
programme, there will be a linkage with the Pilot Ocean Monitoring Study (POMS). There
will, of course, be interactions between the PATHS Programme and other activities within
the WCRP but those enumerated above are the most important ones .
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Appendix I
PACIFIC CAGE STUDY GROUP
Terms of Reference
The terms of reference are conditional, depending on the conclusions of the Cage
feasibility study now underway.
I.
are:

If

that

study concludes that Cage is indeed feasible, the terms of reference

1.
To determine if a Pacific Cage can be run simultaneously with an Atlantic
Cage;
2.
To identify the extent to which resources necessary for a Pacific Cage
would compete with those for an Atlantic Cage, and to what extent resources
could be mobilized for the Pacific which are not available for the Atlantic;
3.

To define the boundaries of a Pacific Cage, should I.l be positive.

II. If the feasibility study concludes that an Atlantic Cage is not possible because
the zonal component of the convergence of heat and water in the atmosphere cannot be
determined with sufficient accuracy, the terms of reference are:
1.

To determine if a Pacific Cage would nevertheless be feasible;

2.

To determine if a conbined Atlantic plus Pacific Cage is feasible;

3. To give advice on whether the results of a zonal Cage could be interpreted
in sufficient detail and with sufficient confidence to make the effort worth
while;
4.
To identify to what extent resources could be mobilized for a Pacific
Cage, or in the case of a combined Cage (II.2), the extent to which resources
necessary for a Pacific Cage would compete with those for an Atlantic Cage;
5.
To define
positive.

the boundaries of a Pacific Cage, should II.I and/or II.2 be

III.
If the feasibility study concludes that an Atlantic Cage is not possible for
some other reason than II above, the terms of reference are:
1.

To determine if a Pacific Cage would nevertheless be feasible;

2.

To determine the boundaries of a Pacific Cage.
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Review of Historical Estimates of North Pacific Heat Transport
1. Estimates based on surface energy exchanges
Each of these estimates was based on ship measurements of wind, temperatures (air
and ocean) and humidity.
The fluxes were computed from bulk transfer formulae and the
radiation estimated from various empirical relations. Stommel and Csanady (1980) have
summarized the results of implied oceanic transport (positive northward) at 42.5°N in the
Pacific Ocean as:
Budyko (1963)

-0. 24 PW

Sverdrup (1957)

0.0 PW

Hastenrath

0.8 PW

(1980)

Bryan (1962) compares the heat transports based on the flux estimates of Sverdrup, Budyko
and Albrecht and finds poor agreement. He notes that "the heat losses by evaporation and
turbulent heat flux are too closely balanced by net radiation for reliable values of the
small percentage difference to be calculated by present methods." The heat transports at
20°N in the Pacific were found to be:
Budyko ( 1963)

-0 .6 PW

Sverdrup 0 957)

0 .4 PW

Albrecht (1960)

0 .1 PW

Wyrtki (1965) computed flux maps for the Pacific north of 20°S. He found that the
North Pacific gains heat, on the annual average, from the atmosphere and deduced a
transport of -1.3 PW at the equator (towards the south Pacific).
Hasenrath (1980) has calculated the surface energy budgets for the tropical ocean
(between 30°N and 30°S).
He found that oceanic meridional transport on the Pacific is
directed away from the equatorial regions.
He used Budyko results to extend his
computations N and S of the tropics. In contrast to other studies he found that the
transport in the Pacific at 30°N is similar to that in the Atlantic (1.1 PW northward in
the Pacific; 1 .6 PW northward in the Atlantic).
2.

Estimates based on hydrographic data

Bryan (1962) used the data of the NORPAC section at 32°N to compute the transport.
He divided the transport into the geostrophic transport due to correlations in the
vertical, geostrophic transport due to correlation in the horizontal, Ekman transport and
a barotropic transport. The first team dominated with values of each being: -1.4, 0.1,
0.08, 0.04, respectively, for a total transport of -1.2 PW at 32°N. By including the Sea
of Japan transport Bryan estimates that this would have been reduced 20 - 30%.
3.

Estimates based on models

Models have been used to describe the oceanic circulation and comput e the
meridional heat transport.
Bryan et al. (1975) published results on the total poleward
oceanic heat flux which were considerably smaller than Vonder Haar and Oort's (1973) but
of similiar geographic distribution. B~an and Lewis (1979) used a different modelling
approac h and found the total oceanic poleward flux was about 1 PW at 30°N. The models are
able to differentiate between the mechanisms invo lv ed and in both cases a shallow
meridional cell which carried warm surface water away from the equator and relatively cold
water towards the equator at the main thermocline level predominated. In mid-latitudes
the Ekman transport opposed this surface poleward transport .
Stommel and Csanady (1980) used a conceptual model based on T-S curves to deduce
that, at 42.5°N, the Atlantic Ocean transports "nearly all the heat" that the oceans need
transport across that · latitude.
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An Ocean Heat Transport Experiment in the North Pacific (OHTEX)
Kenzo Takano *
Institute of Biological Sciences, University of Tsukuba
Sakura-mura, lbaraki 305, Japan
and
Shiro Imawaki *
Geophysical Institute, Kyoto University
Kyoto 606, Japan
· This is an extended abstract of a proposal of an Ocean Heat Transport Experiment
(OHTEX) submitted to the Japanese National Committee for WCRP .
In the Japanese National Committee for WCRP, a working group for an oceanographic
programme was organized in August 1979. The working group prepared a programme which
consists of two parts; one is the present OHTEX and the othe r is the OMLET for mixed layer
study. After completing a rough draft of this proposal, we heard that planning for a CAGE
Experiment in the North Atlantic Ocean had started, and also that a Pacific CAGE
Experiment in the North Pacific Ocean was under consideration . We would appreciate any
comments from those who are interested in the ocean heat transport, including CAGE people.
This proposal is not in final form, but will be modified and improved in
accoradance with such aspects as international cooperation, financial support, and so on.
Objective
The objective of this experiment is to estimate directly the meridional heat
transport across 30°N latitude in the North Pacific Ocean .
Strategy
The field experiment will consist of a direct measurement of the horizontal
velocity
and
temperature
in the Kuroshio region and trans-Pacific hydrographic
observations along 30° N latitude.
The direct measurements are to be made by a moored
array for one year and accompanied by frequent hydrographic observations. In addition to
the field experiment, numerical studies will be carried out to develop models of the
Pacific Ocean capable of simulating the meridional heat transport .
Background
The meridional heat transport by the oceans and the atmosphere is one of the key
factors in the earth's climate. Recent studies based on satellite and meteorological data
show that the oceanic contribution is as important as the atmospheric contribution in low
and middle latitudes. The ocean heat transpofs is largest across latitude circles 20°- 30°
N. Its estimated value, 2 to 3 PW (1 PW= 10
watts, positive northward), is about 50 to
70% of the total transport by both the oceans and the atmosphere (Vonder Haar and Oort,
1973; Oort and Vonder Haar, 1976; Trenberth, 1979; Wunsch, 1980).
On the basis of oceanographic and meteorological data, a few studies have been made
of the meridional heat transport in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans and Table 1
summarizes their results. Estimates by a direct method can be compared with those by a

*

On behalf of the OHTEX Group whose members are, for the present, as follows: H. Inaba
(Faculty of Marine Science and Technology, Tokai University), M. Takematsu (Research
Institute for Applied "Mechanics, Kyushu University), and the authors.
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heat budget method.
Depending on data sources and methods of analysis, the results are
diverse and even conflicting.
Because the ocean heat transport can not readily be measured, it is very useful to
gain some insight into its transport mechanisms by means of numerical models . However,
the numerical models of the world ocean so far developed are not successful in simulating
the heat transport. Table 2 summarizes simulated global ocean heat transports across 30° N
latitude.
The simulated transports are small compared with, for example, the value of 2
to 3 PW observed by Vonder Haar and Oort (1973).
In this regard,
the heat transport is an important issue to be well understood
before numerical models of the oceans can be used as climate models.
Reasons why the 30°N latitude has been chosen are as follows . The first is that
the ocean heat transport in the Northern Hemisphere is largest at 20°to 30°N latitude
(Vonder Haar and Oort, 1973); the measurement of a large quantity is relatively easy. The
second is that the heat transport associated with the wind driven Ekman transport is
relatively small (about 0.3 PW) near this latitude.
The third is that the western
boundary region at this latitude, where direct current measurements should be made, is
near to convenient Japanese ports for ships.

Field experiment
The field experiment will be carried out as follows:
(a)
As shown in Fig. 1, thirty moorings will be deployed to measure the horizontal
velocity and temperature over one year at depths of 200, 600, 1500 and 3000 m along
sections A and B. Two additional depths, 400 and 900 m, will be added in intense current
zones.
So far as buoy technology permits, near-surface currents will be measured at
several moorings for a limited period. The horizontal spacing has been chosen to resolve
mesoscale eddies, whose horizontal scale is presumed to be several hundreds of kilometers.
There is no necessity for setting current meters exactly at these nominal depths; the
meter depths may vary from mooring to mooring.
The one-year records allow for the
calculation of the horizontal heat transport (the sum of product of the potential
temperature and horizontal velocity over the vertical sections A and B).
(b)
As mentioned later, an upward extrapolation will be required for the curent and
temperature in the surface layer of 200 m thickness, where neither current nor temperature
will be continuously measured.
To improve the extrapolation, measurements of the
temperature and salinity will be done as frequently as possible, at least four times a
year, along with the sections A and B. Cooperation of Japan Meteorological Agency, the
Hydrographic Department, and the Fisheries Agency is expected.
(c)
A trans-Pacific observation of the temperature and salinity along 30° N latitude
(Fig.2) is proposed as an international hydrographic observation .
The depth of no
meridional motion would be determined along 30° N latitude, except in the Kuroshio region,
in such a way that the sum of the northward mass transport in the Kuroshio region and the
meridional Ekman transport across the latitude is cancelled by the southward mass
transport of the geostrophic current across 30°N latitude in the central and eastern
portions.
Several moorings would be deployed along the latitude for better determination
of the depth of no meridional motion.
As in Item (a), the product of the potential
temperature and meridonal geostrophic component is summed over the vertical section to
yield the meridional heat tranport across the Pacific Ocean, except in the western
boundary current region.
(d)
The total meridional heat transport across 30° N latitude in the North Pacific Ocean
is equal to the sum of the following three components:
the heat transport in the Kuroshio
region obtained in Item (a) , the heat transport in the interior region obtained in Item
(c), and the heat transport associated with the Ekman tranport in the whole region.
(e)
The heat transport estimated directly in the Kuroshio region will be compared with
the heat transport calculated using the geostrophic approximation . This will give a
measure of the extent the geostrophic approximation is valid for calculating the heat
transport.
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Accuracy
Accuracies of the above-mentioned estimates are determined as follows :
(a) As noted above, no current meters will be deployed in the upper 200 m layer except at
a few moorings of limited period. The heat transport (more exactly, the product of the
potential temperature in degrees Celsius and horizontal velocity) in the surface layer is
as large as 60% of the total heat transport from the surface to the bottom in intense
current zones (a rough estimate from data obtained in October 1975). If a simple upward
extrapolation is carred out by assuming the current and temperature to be uniform from a
depth of 200 m to the surface, the calculated heat transport amounts to about 80% of the
total heat transport. In other words, it is underestimated by 20%. Hence, we improve the
extrapolation by use of data from several surface moorings, data from hydrographic
observations described in Item (b) in the previous section, data from the WCRP, and
historical data. If there were no errors in the current measurement at layers deeper than
200 m, the heat transport cou ld be determined to an accuracy of + 10% with the upward
extrapolation improved in this way.
(b)
Current meters are deployed relatively densely in and above the main thermocline and
sparsely below the thermocline.
A hydrographic observation in the Kuroshio region off
Shikoku shows that variations of the geostrophic velocities are fairly small (less than
several centimeters per second) below a depth of 2000 m. Therefore, currents observed at
a depth of 3000 m can represent currents at abyssal depths.
(c)
The error of the current measurement is expected to be ±10 cm/ sec in intense current
zones and ±1 cm/ sec in moderate and weak current zones. If this accuracy is realized, the
final error of the heat transport across the sections A and B should be about 0.8 PW.
This value corresponds to a relative error of about 30%, if the annual mean of the heat
transport in the Kuroshio region is 2.7 PW (Pullen, 1977).
(d)
Because the water exchange between the Seto Inland Sea and the triangle (defined by
the sections A, B and Islands) is negligibly small and also the water exchange across the
sea surface over the triangle is small enough, the mass transports across the sections A
and B must be equal to each other. The heat exchange between the Seto Inland Sea and the
triangle might be about 0 . 003 PW (M. Murakami, personal communication). The annual mean
of the upward heat flux across the sea surface over the triangle is estimated to be 0.01
to 0 . 02 PW (Butlyko, 1963; Schutz and Gates, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974; Wyrtk i, 1965).
Because they are much smaller than errors in the present measurements, the heat transports
across the sections A and B must be equal to each other. Therefore, differences between
the mass and heat trasports across the section A and those transports across the section B
could give a measure of the observation accuracy.
(e)
The present experiment does not include the heat transport through the Tsushima
Straits between the Korean Peninsula f~d Kyushu Island. The northward mass transport
through the straits is 2 to 3 x 10
g/ sec (Kawai, 1975) and the heat transport is
estimated to be 0.1 to 0 .2 PW from temperature secti_ons in Moriyasu (1972). It is smaller
than the present measurement errors.
An international study of the Japan Sea (JECSS,
Japan and East China Seas Study) by U.S., Korean, Chinese and Japanese oceanographers is
about to start and it is planned to deploy a current meter array at the straits. Its
results might be useful for the present experiment.
Implementation and sc hedule
Prior to the main phase of a one-year continuing observation, a preliminary, small
scale experiment is designed for two to thr ee months to check the feasibili ty of the buoy
engineering and to determine optimum vertical and horizontal spacings of current meters.
The preliminary phase i s expected to be accomplished in 1986 . The main phase is expected
to start in 198 7. Most of buoy engineering pro blems for the i nte ns e current meas urement
will be solved by 1985. Extensive techno logica l studies have been unde rway for several
years at Kyushu Univ er sity, Tokai Univ ersity, and Japa n Marine Scien ce and Tec hnology
Center .
Thi s

report

ha s limited its description to the field experiment.

The rel evant numerical
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studies will be described elsewhere.
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Table 1 . Obs erved meridional heat tra n spo rt across selec ted latitudes in major oceans (in
PW, positve no rthward)
Latitude
32° N,
36° N,
25°N,
30° s'
30° S,

North
North
North
South
Whole

Budget estima te *
Pacific
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Southern Oceans

1.1
1.3
1.6
1.2
-1.3

Di rect estima te"'*
-1.2
0.8
1.1
0.8
1.2 to 2.3

(Br yan, 1962)
(Roemmich, 1 980)
(Br yden & Hall, 1980)
(Fu , 1981)
(Bennett, 197 8)

*

"Budget estimate" means an indirect estimate from the heat exchange
across the sea surface calculated on the basis of oceanographic and
meteorological data. These values are from Hastenrath (1980) .
** "Direct estimate" means an estimate from oceanographic data alone.
Table 2. Simulated meridional heat transport across 30°N latitude in
global ocean circulation model (in PW, positive northward)
Model
Bryan et al. (1975)
Bryan & Lewis (1979)
Takano et al . (1973)
Takano (1976)

Heat transport
0.8
1.0
1.6
1.6
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STATIONS

Fig . l.

(right} Proposed, current and temperature measurement sections A
and B (dots are mooring stations ) , and (left ) a schematic figure
of a mooring line (dots show current meters at standard depths
and open circles show additional meters in intense current
zones}.

Fig . 2.

A proposed transpacific hydrographic section at 30° N latitude
indicated on a map of surface geostrophic flows (Reid , 1961}.
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Ocean Mixed Layer Experiment (OMLET)
The ONLET Gro up *
1.

Summary

The Ocean Mixed Layer Experiment (OHLET), together with the Ocean Heat Transport
Experiment (OHTEX), comprise the Japanese oceanographic experiments for the WCRP, which
are being planned by the Japanese National Comittee for WCRP.
This experiment is scheduled in the sea area south of the Kuroshio on a space scale
3
of 10
km.
The area includes the former O.W. S. Tango (29°N, 135°E); this sea area is a
region where the processes of advection and/or horizontal mixing are significant in the
heat budget of the mixed layer.
The main objective of the experiment is to investigate the processes which control
the heat balance and the structure of the mixed layer in this particular area. This will
lead to the ability to parameterize the processes and construct a model, which can
describe the variability of the mixed layer of this sea area, and which may be
incorporated properly into the climate study.
OMLET will contribute to the PATHS Programme by:
(i) providing intense space- time monitoring of the
particular region of more concentrated measurements;

mixed

laye r

variability in the

(ii)
evaluating the relative importance of various heat flux processes in improving 1-D
heat flux parameterizations and in constructing a 3-D mixed-layer model; and
(iii)
developing the technology supporting the above two items such as the current
measurement technology for the surface layer and the algorithms to utilize satellite data.
The plan for OMLET described in the extended abstract (by Toba) in the Proceedings
of the Joint CCCO/JSC Study Conference on Large-Scale Oceanographic Experiments in the
WCRP, Tokyo , 10-20 May, 1982 has been partially revised and the following description is
the plan as of November, 1982.
2.

Background of the plan

The direct effect of the ocean on the climate is through the sea surface
temperature (SST).
The SST is closely related to the temperature st r ucture of the mixed
layer.
In order to construct a model which can predict the variations of the SST, it is
necessary to investigate the actual space-time variability of the depth and the
temperature structure of the mixed layer, and to know the mechanisms that cause their
variation.
The actual state of knowledge of the above mentioned characteristics of the mixed
layer varies for different sea areas.
Past large-scale mixed layer experiments were
conducted mostly in rather quiet sea areas which belong to th e ''subarctic region"
according to the classification of Tully (1964) : MILE was done at Station Papa, and
JASIN in the sea area north to Irel an d, and in these sea areas, one-dimensional processes
dominate in the heat balance of the mixed layer . The sea area south of Japan, where the
OMLET is planned, belongs to the "subtropical region" and the "he at tr ans port region"
accor ding to Tully's classification, and here the redistribution of heat by horizontal
processes due to Kuroshio is large, as summarized below.
*Listed in Tab l e l; Chai rman: Y. Tob a, Geophysical Institu te, Faculty of Sci ence, Tohoku
University, Sendai 980, Japan
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As was cited in the above mentioned extended abstract by Toba, Kurasawa et al.
(1982)
analyzed the Japan Meteorological Agency's intensive hydrographic and marine
meteorological data from 1950 to 1953 at the O.W.S. Tango, together with recent radiation
data.
The results showed that, in the winter season, the heat content of the upper 200 m
was approximately controlled by one-dimensional processes. However, especia lly in spring
the variation of the heat conten t and the heat flux from the surface were of oppos ite
signs, indicating that heat convergence within the sea, or that heat transport by the
three dimensional processes was very important in seasonal variations of this area. Also,
the temperature at various depths showed very coherent variations throughout the year,
with the range of variation of the order of 1°C and a time scale of 2 or 3 days. The
horizontal mixing processes may be due to eddy processes, but they inferred from the data
that the advection of small water masses from the Kuroshio could be responsible for the
redistribution of heat in this area.
Since the available data is very limited, it is necessary to carry out a more
complete experiment like OMLET, in order to specify more precisely the processes which
control the heat balance in this region.

3.
3.1

Experiment Plan
Participants

The OMLET group, comprising thirteen research groups in total, includes seven
universities, the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and the Hydrographic Department of the
Maritime Safety Agency (MSA).
The sub-objectives of the individual groups may be
classified, with some overlap, into four categories of:

1.

more precise monitoring of mixed-layer variability;

2.

focusing on one-dimensional processes;

3.

focusing on three-dimensional processes; and

4.

utilization of satellite data.
Present involvement is summarized briefly in Table 1.

3.2

Precise monitoring

3.2.1 Objective
The objective is to monitor, as precisely as possible, three dimensional struct~res
of the mixed layer and their annual and interannual variation, over the sea area of 10 km
south of Honshu .
At the same time the technology to obtain precise data over a broader
sea area in the future will be developed.
3.2.2 Plan
The plan is as follows.
A continuous SST recorder and an automatic position finder will be installed on ship
lines and fishing vessels, and data taken continuously. (Institution No. 5 of Table 1,
hereafter abbreviated as Inst. 5)
(a)

XBT' s
temperature.

(b)

will be used on board the Ogasawara Line to obtain data on the upper layer
(Inst. 5)

(c)
JMA's Ocean Data Buoy No. 8 is equipped with thermistors (at 20 m and 50 m depths)
and Micon-T's (below 50 rn down to 700 m) to monitor the seasonal variation of the mixed
lay er. (Inst. 11)
(d)
Drifting buoys with thermistor chains will be used to fill data gaps between the
ships and the Ocean Data Buoys. (Insts . 13 and 7)
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(e)
Routine
organizations.

oceanographic observ a tions
(Insts. 12 and 13)

(f)
Marine meteorological data
(Insts. 11 and 12)
various ships.

will

be

intensifi ed

by

JMA, :MSA and other

will be obtained from JMA'S Ocean Data Buoys and from

(g)
Algorithms to utilize satellite data will be developed, and seasonal variations of
SST monitored as far as possible. Also, when data by radar altimeters and scatterometers
become available, these data will be utilized to estimate geostrophic currents and air-sea
boundary processes.
(Insts. 7 and 12)
(h)
Several buoy systems with thermistor chains will be moored along the OHTEX line near
JYiA's Buoy No.
8, and variation of the mixed layer structure for one year will be
observed.
This item is in part common with the concentrated experiment described in the
next section.
(Insts. 2, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10)
(i)
Depth
(Inst. 4)

of

the mixed layer will be monitored by sound measurements from the bottom,

3.3

Concentrated experiments

3.3.1

Objective

In order to understand the mechanisms of the ocean mixed layer over broad areas, it
is necessary to elucidate the processes of the mixed layer for small space and time
scales.
The thrust of the concentrated experiment of the OMLET is aimed at this
process-oriented experiment.
The objective is also to improve parameterizations in the
mixed layer theories used in large scale studies, and to evaluate sampling errors.
3.3.2

Plan

For a period of 3 or 4 weeks, several moored buoy systems with thermistor chains
current meters will be deployed near the JMA's Ocean Data Buoy No. 8, and within the
10
km sea area surrounding them.
Intensive synoptic observations on-board research
vessels will be carried out to determine the air-sea flux and the three-dimensional
structure and variation of the mixed layer.
Combining these data with data from the
precise monitoring activities described in 3.2, 1-D and 3-D processes controlling the
variation of the mixed layer will be elucidated as far as possible.
an~

The specific activities will be:
(a) The dissipation term in the energy budget equation for the 1-D mixed layer model will
be evaluated.
(Inst. 1)
(b)
Precise evaluation of sea-surface heat flux
measurements of insolation and radiation flux (Inst. 3)

will

be

made,

including direct

(c)
Variations of the bottom of the mixed layer which are connected with the 1-D
processes in the mixed layer, and the internal tide as the background, will be observed.
(Insts. 6 and 10)
(d)
Combinations of synoptic observations by vessels and data by precise monitoring will
allow variations of the heat content of the upper ocean and of the air-sea heat flux to be
evaluated for a few sub-areas in the OMLET region. The horizontal heat transfer within
the sea by the horizontal mixing and/or advection (not by the geostrophic current) will be
estimated as the residual in the heat budget. This will provide an integral constraint
for the next item (e).
(Insts. 2, 3 and 7)
(e)
From the direct measurement of temperature T and velocity V by the buoy systems, the
Eulerian structure of VT will be observed. Synthesizing this with the variation of the
3-D structure deduced from synoptic observations, together with flow visualizations from
satellite data, will allow the phenomena concerned with the horizontal heat transfer
(estimated in the item (d)) to be studied. At the same time, from the time series of V
and T at several stations, the dominant space and time scales of the variability will be
determined, and the . representativeness of the observation stations examined.
In short,
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this item will provide the basis for the next stage of the OMLET (OMLET-11) the direct
measurement of the heat transfer by horizontal mixing and/or advection, in this particular
sea area near the western boundary curr.,!'! nt. (Insts. 2, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10)
(f)
In connection with the horizontal heat transfer, precise structure of the Kuroshio
will be observed, and the heat flux by the Kuroshio evaluated during this period.
(Insts. 9 and 10)
The plan for the deployment of the buoy systems will be examined by preliminary
studies prior to the main experiment .
3.4

Time schedule

Preliminary
studies
through use of accumulated past data are under way.
Preliminary observations, and development of the buoy systems with thermistor chains, are
now scheduled, including the R/V Hakuho-Maru Cruise KH-85-5 (from November 22 to December
20, 1985). The main experiment is scheduled as follows:
1986:

Preparation

1987:

lst experiment in spring

1988:

2nd experiment in summer

1989
Data analyses
1990
References
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Table 1.

Brief sulllll1ary of the present involvement in the OMLET.

Institutions
Sub-objectives
(Principal investigator)

Observ a tional
systems

1. Hokkaido Univ.,
Fae. of Sci.
(S. Kanari)

Evaluation of
parameters in
1-D model of ML

Vel.-profiler,
XTGP

2. Tohoku Univ.,
Fae. of Sci.
(Y. Toba)

Evaluation of
3-D processes for
bulk 3-D model of ML

Buoy systems (CM, Th-C)
XBT,
Satellite data

3. Univ. of Tokyo,
Ocean Res. Inst.
(T. Asai)

Sea surface heat
budget and SST

RV/Hakuho-Maru,
Radiometer Pyrheliometer,
UW photometer

4. Univ. of Tokyo,

Variability of upper
ocean structure

RV/Hakuho-Maru,
CTD, XBT,
GEK, NNSS

Intensive monitoring
of SST and ML
variability

Merchant ships,
(Ree. Th, Autologger, XBT)

Variation of ML
by atmospheric
disturbance

RV/Shinyo-Maru,
XBT, DBT, Radar
buoy (TH-C, DDR)

7. Tokai Univ.,
Fae. of Oceanogr.
(Y. Sugimori)

3-D model of ML
and large area
monitoring of SST
by satellite

RV/Bosei-Maru-II
CTD, XBT, AXBT
Satellite data , DCS

8. Kyushu Univ.,
Res. Inst. Appl.
Mech. (S. Mizuno))

Space-time correlation
of ML temperature
by buoy system

Buoy systems
(CM, Th-C)

9. Kagoshima Univ.,
Fae. of Fisheries
(M. Chaen)

Variation of heat
content of ML
in the Kuroshio

RV/Keiten-Maru,
Kagoshima Maru,
GEK, CTD, XBT, Buoy
system (CM, Th-C)

10.Kagoshima Univ.,
Fae. of Eng.
(A. Maeda)

Effect of internal
tide and atmospheric

RV/Keiten-Maru,
Kagoshima Maru,
CTD, XBT Buoy
system (CM, Th-C)

11 . Met . Res . Inst . /
JMA (T. Tada)

Monitoring of seasonal
variation of ML
thermal structure

Ocean data buoys
(incl. Th-C)
Micon-T

12. Marine Dept./JMA

Monitoring of synoptic
structure of ML
and its variation

Hydrographic obs.,
Ocean data buoys,
Satellite data

13 . Hydrographic Dept./
MSA (H. Nitani)

Monitoring of synoptic
structure of ML
and its variation

Hydrographic obs . ,
Drifting buoys
with Th- C

Ocean Res. Inst.
( T. Teramoto)
5. Univ. of Tokyo,

Ocean Res. Inst.
(K . Hasunuma)
6. Tokyo Univ. of

Fisheries (K. Otsuka)
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DIRECT MEASURENENTS IN THE JAPAN SEA

A striking difference between the North Pacific and the North Atlantic is in their
western boundary currents.
There are two boundary currents in the North Pacific ; the
Kuroshio and the Tsushima Current in the Japan Sea (Minato & Kimura, 1980). The annual
mean heat flux carried by the Tsushima Current is estimated to be in the range b.l - 0 :3
PW, and its direction is evidently poleward. This amount of heat flux is too large to be
neglected in estimating the meridional oceanic heat flux in the North Pacific.
From the perspective of Cage-type heat budget studies, the Japan Sea has many
advantages to consider. Hydrographic observations have been continued for many years, and
the surrounding meteorological observatories measure continuously meteorological elements.
By supplementing these ongoing observations with special programs, a good heat budget
study for the region is possible.
6
2
The Japan Sea has an area of 1 x 10 km , and its main part extends from 35°N to
45°N.
The basin is rather deep and its maximum depth exceeds 3000m. The Sea has only
three narrow and shallow (200m.) channels through which water can be exchanged. The warm
water, which is known as the Tsushima Current, comes into the sea through the southernmost
channel, and flows north along the Japanese coast being continuously modified by mixing
and air-sea interactions.
The main body of the water (about 80%) goes out through the
Tsugaru Straits. The remaining small fraction goes further north to flow into the Okhotsk
Sea.
The basin below 300m is occupied by a peculiar uniform deep water characterized by
low temperature (O.S°C), low salinity (34.1%~, and high oxygen content (Sml/l). The high
oxygen content indicates that massive production of the deep water takes place every
winter, but the formation process is not understood.
The water characteristics passing through the channels have been well monitored for
the last 20 years by Japanese and Korean agencies. In addition to the channel parts, the
whole Tsushima Current region has also been well monitored on a monthly basis over 20
years.
Meteorological observatories around the Japan Sea routinely provide the necessary
meteorological information.
In addition to the land stations, satellite data is
available; the geostationary satellite, HIMAWARI, watches the whole area of the Japan Sea
and provides sea surface temperature and cloud data every three hours. River run-off and
tide gauge records are also provided on a routine basis. These data sets provide a firm
base of support for carrying out the heat budget study.
On the basis of hydrographic and tide record data, Toba et al. (1982) have
estimated the anual mean volume transport of the Tsushima Current to be 2.0 Sv, with the
maximum transport of 2.8 Sv in September and the minimum of 1.2 Sv in April. Many other
estimates also give seasonal harmonic components of about 1 Sv, but mean transports differ
from author to author . There are no direct current measurements which allow calculation
of the volume transport, except the intensive measurements in the Tushima Straits made by
the Japan Imperial Navy in the summers of 1942 and 1943. Miita (1976) has analysed the
data and obtained 3.5 Sv for the summer transport.
Direct current measurements
substantiate the marked seasonal variation in current speed, but the amplitudes decrease
rapidly with depth. Near bottom, currents have speeds faster than !Ocm/s except for the
shallow coastal waters. A sectional mean current of 10 cm/s gives 2 Sv transport through
the Straits.
The seasonal variation of the volume transport is highly correlated with that of
temperature; the maximum transport and the highest temperature (or the minimum transport
and the lowest temperature) occur at the same time . As a result, heat transport into the
Japan Sea exhibits a layer seasonal variation. A rough estimate gives its range to be
from 0 .1 PW in late winter to 0.3 PW or more in late summer.
The water of the Tsushima Current also shows a clear seasonal variation in
salinity.
Ogawa (1982) has _found a five-month phase lag in~he salinity change~ between
the entrance (Tsushima Straits) and the exit (Tsugaru Straits). The five-month lag
indicates that the large amount of warm water brought into the Japan Sea in su~1er and
early autumn stays there to lose its heat into the atmosphere from autumn through early
spring.
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For the Japan Sea, a mini-Cage study has been done by Kato and Asai (1982) for the
period from April 1978 to March 1979. Their results have revealed that the air-sea heat
exchange is more active than had previously been thought (Table 1). The annual mean heat
2
flux from the sea to the air is 85 W/m . This large number is due to active air-sea
2
interactions in the autumn and winter periods. A heat flux of 10 W/m requires 0.01 PW
net heat supply through the Tsushima Straits. The total amounts of sensible and latent
heat supplied from the Japan Sea have estimated by two methods, the atmospheric energy
budget technique and the surface heat budget method (Table 2). Both estimates show
similar seasonal patterns, but considerable differences in magnitude.
The volume transport of
ranges from 1.5 Sv in winter
others by a factor of two.

the Tsushima Current deduced from the heat budget study
to 8 Sv in summer. These estimates are larger than the

In order to reduce uncertainty in heat budget studies, and to test the accuracy of
each method, it is recommended that direct current measurements be made at all three
channels, especially at the Tsushima Straits. Current measurements in the Japan Sea are
not appropriate for calculating the heat transport by the Tsushima Current, because of the
many current branches and recirculations there (e.g. Kawabe, 1982).
Although only few works are referred to here, there are many other PATHS or CAGE
oriented efforts, including numerical modelling, and much international cooperation.
A multi-level numerical model with realistic coastal topography has been developed
to investigate the physical processes taking place in the Japan Sea, including heat and
salt transport, and air-sea interactions (Yoon, 1982 a, b, c). Now a new model is under
construction which will include realistic bottom bathymetry.
An international study of the Japan Sea and the East China Sea (JECSS, Japan and
East China Seas Study, chaired by Prof. T. Ichiye, Texas A & M University) has been
underway since early 1981.
American, Korean, Chinese and Japanese oceanographers are
involved, and some of them plan to deploy several current meter moorings in the straits.
Recently this activity has been approved as an associated program of the WESTPACK.
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Table 1.

Estimates qf seasonal mean values of net downward heat flux (ON) in the Japan
Sea (in W/m )
··

Author

spring
Mar.-May

Miyazaki

sunnner
autumn
July-Aug. Sept.-Nov.

winter
Dec. - Feb.

annual

40

105

-85

-195

-35

45

100

-65

-65

-25

35

75

-105

-235

-55

50

120

-190

-325

-85

(1952)
Aldoshina

(1957)
Maizuru
Marine Obs.

(197 2)
Kato & ~sai

(1982 )

--------------------------------------------------------------;---------------(after Kato & Asai, 1982 )

Table 2.

Apr.
July
Oct.
Jan.

1978
197 8
197 8
197 9

The total amount of sensible and latent heat supplied from the Japan Sea to
the atmosphere. Results by two methods, the atmospheric energy budget method
2
(DT+DQ+RC) and the surface heat budget method (SH+LH) are shown (in W/m ).
DT

DQ

RC

SH

LH

10
90

15
-90

260
335

5
90

55
75
55
20

-5
-5
55
150

45
10
170
180

DT
DQ
RC
SH
LH

:
:
:
:
:

DH+DQ+RC

apparent heat source
apparent moisture source
radiative cooling rate in the atmosphere
upward sensible heat flux at the sea surface
upward latent heat flux at the sea surface
(after Kato & Asai, 1982 * )

80
75
320
445

SH+LH

40
5
225

330
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